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MR. PRESIDENT
the forty-fourth, the first

Sara Bernert
News Editor
Millions of eyes watched a
small podium placed opposite of
the Lincoln Memorial, where Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. once delivered his hopes for Americas future. Now, 45 years later, President

Barack Obama gave a similar message for strength and unity in a difficult time.
"Today I say to you that the
challenges we face are real, they are
serious and they are many," Obama
said. "They will not be met easily or
in a short span of time. But know
this, America: they will be met."

Obama was sworn in as our nation's 44th president just after noon
on Jan. 20. Nearly two million people gathered on the National Mall
for the event. An estimated one
billion more watched on televisions
across the globe.
In a more sober and serious
speech than many anticipated,

Obama opened with a solemn
reminder that America currently
faced many difficulties. He called
for a "new era ofresponsibility," calling the war and current economic
troubles the result of "our collective
failure to make hard choices and
prepare the nation for a new age."
Obama made history as the

first African-American to become
president, drawing comparisons to
Dr. King Jr. and echoing the works
of Obama's favorite historical figure, President Abraham Lincoln.
Obama took the oath
ofoffice using the same
Page
bible Lincoln used in
1861.
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MLK marchers honor the past, hope for the future

The Spectator

Braden VanDragt

Fernando Sioson
VolunteerWriter
This January many around the
country continue to honor the
Martin Luther Kingjr., famous activist and leader for the civil rights
movements of the 50's and 60s.
The observance ofKing's birthday
is not only a celebration of minority rights, but also a reminder to
continue fighting inequality around
the world.
This year's celebrations come
with another significant event. The
inauguration of Barack Obama as
44th president of the United States
marked the day's celebrations with
a significant undertoneof hope, joy
and crossed fingers.

Obama's election

had a profound

impact on this year's
MLK celebration.
"Obama's status as president
will have the greatest impact .on
this year's MLK Day celebration
in particular, since it coincides
with the inauguration of our nation's first president of African
descent," said Marc McLeod, professor of history. "MLK Day and
Inauguration Day will be moments
for celebration, but then the real
work begins."
Monday morning's equal rights
rally and annual Martin Luther
King Day march saw many citizens —Seattle U students included—walking with picket signs and
loud voices, expressing hope in
president-elect Obama.
"He is one of the major figures
of American history. The values
that he stood for, nonviolence,
racial equality, equal rights for all
people, are values that are worth

honoring," Richard Young, political science professor, said ofKing.
"More than any other single individual, King made the Obama

presidency possible."
Besides the rallies and marches
that happen in Seattle, Seattle Us
Office of Multi Cultural Affairs,
OMA, has been sponsoring lectures featuring excerpts from
Martin Luther King Jr.'s speeches as well as hosting community breakfasts and "Courageous
Conversations," to discuss controversial issues.
"This is the first year where I've
seen the excitement and involvement, especially with the young
students on campus," said Christine
Topinka, CPL coordinator in the
OMA office. "We need a leader
very similar to MLK to lead the
way. The direction we have been
taking in the past is not a direction we need to take in order to
better our future. It will be a very

monumental year."
Marchers on Monday yelled
"Obama," chanting the presidentelect's name in recognition of the
next day's inauguration. Some
marchers could be spotted wearing Seattle U apparel, marking the
university's presence at each of the
celebrations.
Many participants at both the
march and the rally described the
outlook of the next four years as
"bright" and "hopeful."
Regardless of this sentiment,
however, some said they felt
Obama's term, especially the beginning, would be tumultuous and the
administration would "experience
its fair share of problems."
"In the last eight years, America's
reputation abroad has been severely
damaged. Our adherence to our own
Constitution has been challenged
in many ways," said Mark Cohan,
professor of sociology. "I want to go
back to living in the America that I
remember, an America that, whether I agreed or disagreed with politicians or policies, I felt that they
were developed with the well-being
of the people sincerely in mind,
not driven by powerful economic

interests."
The fact that this year's Martin
Luther King Jr. Day fell oh the day
before the Inauguration ofthe first

The Spectator

Braden VanDragt

After their march, MLK celebrants gather to hear motivational speakers express hope for America under
Obama. The March from Garfield High School to the Federal Building drew thousands of participants.
non-white president led some to
believe that movements for equal
rights, both domestically and internationally, would be given additional support.

More than any other

single individual, King
made the Obama

presidency possible.
Richard Young
Political Science Professor

"It is important to celebrate
MLK Day every year not only to
commemorate his life, but to reflect
on the role of race in our nation's
history," McLeod said. "We should
recognize that, despite the advances
that have been made toward racial
equality, there is still much work
to be done."

Fernando can be reached at
siosonf@seattleu.edu
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Seattle U participates in a nation's 'truly historic moment'
Although Obama
a nod to the historical importance ofhis
election, he largely sidestepped the issue of his own race,
instead focusing on the diversity of
America as a whole.
"We are a nation ofChristians
and Muslims, Jews and Hindus,
and nonbelievers," Obama said.
"We are shaped by every language
and culture, drawn from every end
of this Earth."
After the address the crowds
prepared for the inaugural parade.
Both the president and First Lady
Michelle Obama briefly exited
their armored Cadillac twice to
walk hand in hand down the street.
That evening, the nation's capitol
was host to 10 official inaugural
balls and countless more unofficial
celebrations.
Here in Seattle, many woke up
early or took a pause from work to
watch the proceedings, which began at about 8:30 a.m. PST.
"It was amazing, just awesome,"
said long-time Obama fan Elizabeth
Grant, sophomore drama major.
"For the first time in a very long
time, I felt patriotic."
Jacob Lowry, sophomore mechanical engineering major, listened
to the proceedings and said he was
Cover

�

made

surprised to hear the crowd clapping when Obama thanked Bush
for what he had done during his
presidency.
"Bush did not look happy at
all," said friend Darrah Hinton,
junior English major. She added
that it was too bad the inauguration
happened so early on the pacific
coast.

For all Americans
this was a very

meaningful election.
Hazel Hahn
History Professor

"Maybe if it was later in the day
more students would have gotten
excited about it," said Hinton.
Seattle U, students and staff
were invited to watch the morning's proceedings in the Pigott auditorium. The event was sponsored
by the Office of the Senior Vice
President.
Several professors put their
morning lectures on hold in favor
of showing Obama's speech in class.
Later in the day some students

dined in the Casey Commons for
inauguration "table talk" conversation on the meaning of change.
Viewings were also held all
around Seattle, including Town
Hall, the Seattle Center and the
Paramount. Several bars and cafes
around Capitol Hill hosted smaller
events, some holding parties later
that evening.
"I've never seen anyone too interested in inauguration day," said
said Hazel Hahn, history professor,
"but today everyone seems excited
to do something."
Hahn joined in with fellow residents at her apartment complex
for an inaugural viewing breakfast.
Star-shaped doughnuts were on the
menu, and cut-outs of Obama's
face glued to sticks served both as
decorations and keepsakes. Hahn
listened to the speech as she drove
to work.
"It was a truly historic moment,"
said Hahn. "Everyone is feeling
that."
Those in D.C. were not the only
ones to celebrate after the inauguration. Several local bars hosted
parties and students said they
would commemorate the historical event, regardless of it falling on
an

a Tuesday.

Holly Denis, who celebrated

Thursday Night is...

Obama's election victory on Pike
and Broadway last November, said
she hoped this would prove to be
an equally exciting night.

"I'll get s-—t faced for Obama,"
said Denis. "Something like this
doesn't happen every day."
For others, the day's historical
events were

For the first time

in a very long time

I felt patriotic.
Elizabeth Grant
Sophomore

enough

by

excitement

themselves.
"We sent a very powerful message to the world," Hahn said. "For
anyone who belongs to a minority
group of any sort —not just racial
but religious or sexual—and for all
Americans, this was a very meaningful election."
Sara can be reached at
bernerts@seattleu.edu

University faces
more budget cuts
Proposed financial plan would cut 5% from salary, operations
Joshua Lynch

continue the level of service
students and the same level of
support for faculty scholarship
and research," Kidder said.
Arts and Sciences has several
contingency plans that could be
used if its budget is cut, according to Kidder. Those plans would
target classes with low enrollment
for cancellation and likely increase
class sizes. Kidder said she has not
planned to remove funding for
to

Editor-in-chief

to

A university budget proposal
that will be brought before trustees in February will include cuts
from both operating and salary budgets, according to Seattle
University executives.
A fiscal year 2010 budget proposal being built through the end
of January will aim at cutting 5
percent of costs from the base
budget, meaning jobs within the
university could be lost, according
to Ron Smith, vice president for
finance and business affairs.
"Executives are generally looking at ways to cut that 5 percent
without cutting people," Smith
said. "It's hard, though. I mean,
you're right on the cusp of'Where
do you go in order to operate?"'
Unlike a 5 percent cut made in
November to the fiscal year 2009
budget, this proposal would take
funds from both the operating
and salary budgets because salary expenditures account for die
majority—around 70 percent
ofSeattle U's costs. The 5 percent
deduction made in November,
representing around $2 million,
will not be returned to the 2010
budget in the current proposal,

any staff

positions and empha-

sized her top priority is students'
education.
"I'm sure the university will
put academics first," Kidder
added.

I'm sure the

university will put
academics first.
Paulette Kidder
Interim Dean

—

NIGHT

17" Cheese Pizza $10. 90
Monday Night from 8-11 PM
50% OFF IN HOUSE DINING
(Pizza, Calzones, House Salads, and Soda only.)

Piecora's NY Pizza
14TH AND MADISON

PIECORAS.COM

Smith said.
The proposal's base cut would
save the university an additional
$3 million, bringing the total
budget cuts to $5.4 million,
Smith said.
Officials have said their strategy will continue to be cutting
positions that are currently empty
instead of laying off employees.
Smith also said members of the
executive team and some deans
have agreed not to take raises
this year.
The university does plan to
provide a "modest" raise for some
employees, Smith said.
"We still intend to do a salary
adjustment," he said, "for at least
the lower end employees."
Paulette Kidder, interim
dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences, said she has proposed a
budget that is similarin size to the
previous fiscal year.
"We're looking for funding

Smith said tuition has increased at around 7 percent for
the past several years, but this
coming year it will likely increase
3 to 4 percent instead.
"Because of the economic
times, we're worried about our
students and their families,"
Smith said.
The cuts in the proposed budget are a result of lost revenue in
short term investments, Smith
said. The university's endowment has also dropped by 25
percent since the summer, which
will bring down the 4.5 percent
annual payout the university
receives.
Deans and departmental leaders

submitted budget proposals

to

their vice president in December,
and proposals from executive team
members were due to Smith on
Friday. University executives will
begin budget deliberations at the
end of January, and the univer-

sity's board of trustees will review
their proposal Feb. 19.
Josh can be reached at
lynchjl ©seattleu.edu
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Sundborg allegations cause worry for some
Katie Farden
Staff Writer

was a joke," said Sarah Osellame,
freshmen psychology major. "1 really didn't know whether to believe

Senior nursing major Bessie
Sycip was surprised to see a text
message from her roommate early
last Wednesday morning, Jan. 14.
"Check your e-mail now," it said.
Following her roommate's instruction, she opened her inbox and
read a university-wide e-mail The
Spectator sent all undergraduates
the night before.
The e-mail contained a link to
Joshua Lynch's article, which reported that Seattle University President

it or not."
Sio Bhan Boyle, freshmen biology

Stephen Sundborg, S.J. was named a
defendant in a lawsuit filed Tuesday
in an Alaska superior court. Those
filing the suit accuse Sundborg of
covering up acts of sexual abuse
against Native Alaskan youth.
"I walked by Fr. Sundborg today,
and it felt so strange," Sycip said.
"Normally I would diink 'oh it's Fr.
Sundborg' and say 'hi,' but today I
felt guarded."
Other students were in disbelief when they learned of the

allegations.
"At first I thought the e-mail

But if he did deny it, I

of diminished," Fedock added.
Fedock added, however, said that
if Sundborg denied the allegations,
he would likely believe the university president. "I guess I have too
much faith in people," he said. "But
if he did deny it, I guess I'd believe

him."
Sundborg sent an e-mail to all
undergraduates Wednesday evening
stating that the allegations against

guess I'd believe him.
Matt Fedock

Senior
major, said she felt she needed more
details on the case. "I would definitely like more information," she said.
"I really don't think people should
be jumping to conclusions."
Others said that if the allegations turned out to be true, it would
change their view of Sundborg.
"I'm thankful that he is not
alleged as an actual perpetrator, but with all the reports in the
past few years of priests abusing
kids, I really do not know what to
think," said Matt Fedock, senior
digital design major.
"My perception of him has sort

him are false.

that Sundborg could have sexually
abused some of the victims.
"The headline is completely misleading," said Dale Knudsen in an
e-mail to The Spectator. "I realize
that the Spectator might want to
get some press on it, and I appreciate the fact that the news is able
to spread so quickly, but I feel like
there was no time for Fr. Steve to
respond or any time to be given for
him to even be made known of the

Others thought regardless of allegations."
whether or not Sundborg was
Others expressed concern that the
involved in the cover-up, the alallegations against Sundborg might
legations might still harm his harm the image of the university.
reputation.
"I think it would be a shame if
his position as a president were to be
jeopardized," said Claire Collins, a
liberal studies and French major. "I
don't think that is what the school
needs right now."
"It seems kind ofsensationalist,"
Collins added. "I don't really think
it is worth publicizing."
In fact, many have questioned
The Spectator's breaking news coverage, and in particular, a headline
on the e-mailed story. Some students said the headline insinuated

"No matter how tenuous the
evidence may be, the fact is that the
content of the story is going to affect
the way people see Seatde U," said
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Seattle University President
Stephen Sundborg, S.J. called
a lawsuit filed Tuesday, Jan. 13

;
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ASSU is your student-elected representatives working to advocate to make your SU experience the best it can be. We are always interested in answering your questions and addressing your concerns and issues. We encourage you to e-mail any of your representatives and visit our
office in STCN 360.
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National Teach-In on Global Warming—February 4th & sth. Seattle U is
one of hundreds of universities taking part in the National Teach-in on Global
Warming, specifically focusing on the First 100 Days of the new administration.
The teach-in includes webcasts, in-class discussion, and a video dialogue with
a member of Congress to discuss solutions to Global Warming, not only in our
country but across the globe. Be a part of this major opportunity to affect not
only the world of our lifetime, but for generations to come. Questions?
fletche3@seattleu. edu.
Club Leaders Social with Club Connections—February 3rd, 6:30-7:3opm
in Casey Commons. Come join other student leaders to talk about networking
with other clubs and other important issues facing campus. Questions?

hobbsn@seattieu. edu.
Punch and Pie with Transfer Students—First week in February. Enjoy
snacks and discuss transfer issues and how to improve the transfer student

experience. Questions? gaiiegoa@seattleu.edu.
ASSU in the Residential Halls— Program begins end of January/early
February. Questions? wiiburna@seattieu.edu.

Issues or comments that concern your class? Contact your Class
Representatives:
Senior Class Representative, Erin Esche (eschee@seattleu.edu)
Junior Class Representative, Andy Wilburn (wilburna@seattlue.edu)
Sophomore Class Representative, McKenzie Weber (weberm@seattleu.edu)
Freshmen Class Representative, Alanna Welsh (welsha@seattleu.edu)

&
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______

SAVE THE DATE!

Questions

■

[

comments always appreciated! Contact escandar@peattfeu.edu

reported.
we

"This is definitely not something
should keep quiet," she said.

This- story originally appeared online
WED., JAN 14, 2:22 P.M.

Katie can be reached at
fardenk@seattieu.edu

Sundborg denies allegations in sex abuse cover-up suit

Editor-in-Chief

HAVE YOU HEARD
WHAT ASSU HAS BEEN
ON FOR

Taylor Hinderer, freshmen math
major, also worried the allegations
against Sundborg might influence
the way Seattle U is perceived.
"I do not want the school's reputation to be lower because of him,"
she said.
Still Hinderer said it was important that updates in the story were

President calls
lawsuit 'unfair'
Joshua Lynch

JgJL

Hayden Harvey, sophomore philosophy and psychology major.

against him and other Jesuits "unfair" and "unfortunate" while denying accusations tliat he covered
up sex abuse.
"While respecting the victims
of sexual abuse, the claims that are
made in the statements in this suit
are simply false," Sundborg told
The Spectator Wednesday, Jan.
14. "I deny them. I would never,
ever, in any situation [...] leave
young people in danger of abuse

by Jesuits."
Sundborg said he had never
heard of documents the lawsuit
complaint alleges he destroyed,
including what the victims' lawyers
call the "Hell Files."
"Brieflylooking at the filed suit,
it doesn't seem that it's warranted
that my name is inserted here, there
and elsewhere," Sundborg said.
In fact, Sundborg said he believes his inclusion as a defendant
in thelawsuit is nothing more than
a ploy by the victims' attorneys to
garner more media attention.
"That press conference," he
said, referring to one held by the
plaintiffs on the edge of Seattle U

Wednesday, "would not have been
held here except for the fact that
I'm president of Seattle University,
and they can use that as a means
for a higher relief in the media."
Though the lawsuit garnered

Sundborg says he
had never heard
of the 'Hell Files.'
considerable attention from regional media, Sundborg said he
spent the day after it was filed like
he would any other.
"I've simply carried on in my
ordinary way. Had meetings with

people today. I've greeted students
across the campus.
"The things that have come up
in the last days do not have much
ofa personal hurt or reverberation
in me. I feel good. I feel peaceful.
I'm confident. I'm settled," he
added.
Sundborg said he is most concerned for how this lawsuit will
impact "Seattle U. A university
president needs to have a good
reputation, he said, noting his
own has been "extraordinarily fine
or positive."

It doesn't seem that
it's warranted that my

name is inserted here,
there and elsewhere.
Stephen Sundborg S.J.

SU President
Sundborg, who was the provincial for the Jesuits' Oregon
Province from 1990 to 1996, called
the position the "greatest privilege"
of his life. He said he never dealt
with a sexual abuse of a minor
case during his time as provincial.
Attorneys for the victims have alleged that Sundborg let Henry G.
Hargreaves, S.J. remain an active
Jesuit despiteknowing Hargreaves
was an abuser.

Sundborg issued an official
statement denying the allegations
Wednesday but gave The Spectator
the only interview he intends to
give regarding the lawsuit, he
said.
"I just have the belief that the
students and faculty of Seattle
University have the need to hear
from me personally."
This story originally appeared online
THURS., JAN 15, 8:30 A.M.

Joshua can be reached at
Iynchjl@seattleu.edu
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Construction planners remain optimistic despite budget

Courtesy Seattle University Facilities

One of the many new structhat will be emerging on the
Seattle University campus as part
of the $160 million University
Development campaign will be the
new fitness center.
The center, to be built on the
corner of 14th Avenue and East
Jefferson Street, will be two levels
with a total of 18,388 square feet.
"The center will meet the need
for a new modern fitness center for
students, a gathering place that is
very important in an urban campus," said Mark Burnett Associate
Vice President of University
tures

"Large scale projects that

re-

extended period of time
to raise funds are often venerable to fluctuations in the construction market. Sometimes
bonds are used to fill any budget
gaps," said head university librarian John Popko in reference to the
upcoming renovations to the A.A.
Lemieux Library.
The renovations planned for the
A.A. Lemieux Library are an example ofSeattle U's positive invest-

quire

an

ments in current structures.
"We try to keep and work

with
what is already there without compromising the cost, to keep all of the
new facilities as progressive as possible," said Popko.
Development.
Although lack of funding could
"The fitness center was part of a technically create significant setback
larger Connolly Center renovation in construction timelines, Burnett
scheme that we have had a long term has faith that the fitness center will
desire to start but decided to do in be on schedule as planned and stuphases to avoid closing anything," dents will be using the new facilities
said Joy Jacobson, director of design fall quarter 2010.
construction.
The fitness center represents
The new fitness center will also Seattle U's higher enrollment and
act as transitional space for offices ■expansion to accommodate new
located in the Connolly Center, alstudents.
lowing Connollys renovation pro"Surprisingly, the recreational
fitness facilities play a major part
cess to be as efficient as possible.
Although the new center is one on a prospective student's impresof the smaller facilities in developsion of a university's campus,"
said Burnett.
ment, the projected construction is
based on a time schedule mandated
This idea that the fitness center
by the ability to raise necessary plays such a vital role in Seattle U
donations.
campus life has been one of the
"The largest donations for the fitmajor concepts incorporated into
ness center came from two generous
the design. The facilities include a
Seattle U alumni fairly recently, al60-station cardio training area, a
though the fitness center has been 32-station weight-training center, a
gaining ground for six years now," stretching and core training section,
said Burnett.
multiple group exercise areas, and
is
"Now, that there a refined plan staffoffices.
we are just hoping to collect neces"Right now we are in the perforward
as
mitting process and we are doing
sary donations to move
the best we can under the circumplanned," he added.
has
raised
So far the university
stances. Everyone is working on
$3.4 million toward the fitness something different and reaching
out when needed. I am looking forcenter, and expects to reach the
$10 million goal by June 30, 2009. ward to seeing it all come together,"
If the project breaks ground as said Jacobson.
planned in the summer of 2009,
construction time is predicted to be Derron can be reached at
about 12 months.
yuharad@seattleu.edu

Plans to begin construction on a new fitness center, seen here in an artist's rendering, are dependent
upon a continual flow of donations. Ground breaking for the facility is planned for summer 2010.

..

■

Derron Yuhara
Staff Writer
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Seattle University Programs

Education Abroad Fair
Thursday
January 29,2009
Pigott Atrium
11:00 am to 1:00 pm
'

Meet faculty program directors!
Learn More About Program Options!
http://www.seattleu.edu/studyabroad
Brought to you by the Seattle University Education Abroad Office
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Specs of the
Former SU professor
faces life in prison

UW student on trialfor
murder in Italy

A former Seattle University
ROTC professor has been convicted of five felony counts after

The University ofWashington
student accused of killing her
British roommate while on study
abroad in Italy began her trial
last Friday. Amanda Knox, 21,
had been jailed with her former
Italian boyfriend for the past year
in the Italian town of Perugia after
being denied bail.
Presiding Judge Giancarlo
Massei denied a request by
the victims family to keep the
trial closed to the public and
the media in order to keep
quiet details of an alleged sexual
attack.
Prosecutors allege that Knox
and her boyfriend, Rafaelle
Sollecito, killed Meredith Kercher
after what began as a sexual game
in which Knox touched her with
the point of a knife while Sollecito
held her by the shoulders. They
say that a third defendant, an
Ivory Coast national, sexually

he was snared in an online sex
sting in May.
Andrew Franz, 41, was con-

victed Wednesday of criminal
attempt to commit sexual assault
on a child, enticement of a child,
Internet luring ofa child, Internet
exploitation of a child and solicitation to commit sexual assault
on a child by a person in a posi-

of trust. A jury in Colorado
and three
men deliberated for 10 hours
before reaching the verdict,
the Canon City Daily Record
reported.
Franz taught military science
at Seattle U and is a 19-year veteran of the Army. He faces between
two years to life and 12 years to
life in prison for four ofthe counts
tion

of

nine women

and one to three years in prison
for one ofthe charges. Sentencing
is scheduled for March 13, and
Franz is being held on no bond
until then.
According to Canon City
Police, Franz flew to Denver in
May and drove a rental car to
Fremont County, Colo., in order to have sex with a 13-yearold girl. When Franz arrived,
he was met by members of the
Fremont County Combined
Investigative Response Team,
one of whom had posed as the
girl's 30-year-old mother. At the
time, he was still a faculty member at Seattle U.
Court documents state that
Franz, under the user name "sugardad4u33," contacted the undercover officer in a Yahoo chat
room.

Franz brought "a necklace
with cherries on it," "lingerie sets
and fishnet stockings," and "a
form of Viagra pills""with him
to Colorado, documents say.
Franz contacted officers
"from his place of work" on at
least one occasion, according
to the district attorney's office.
Franz's position at the university
was ended shortly after former
Provost John Eshelman received
the news.
Franz ran for a seat in the

assaulted Kercher before Knox
stabbed her throat.
UW will not accept more
transfers
The University of Washington
announced last week that it will
no longer be accepting applications for transfer students, including community college students
who were once guaranteed admissions after the completion of their
Associates Degree.
The decision was made in response to budget cuts and overenrollment, but a few new applicants will pass in unscathed.
The university decided to accept
some students from engineering
programs, a few members of early-entrance programs and junior

college football players.
A UW spokesman Norm
Arkans told the Seatde Times on
January 17th that the university
was being "conservative" in its

decision-making.
To the 325 students who
would normally be accepted,
the university is offering to keep
their files on consideration for the
fall, admit them to the Bothell or
Tacoma campuses or refund their
$55 application fee.

in 2006, with the support of

Governor Chris Gregoire
proposed a 13 percent cut for
the university in her state budget

the Republican Party and former Republican gubernatorial candidate Dino Rossi. He
served with the Army in Iraq
during 2003 and married his wife

that would amount to $116 million reduction over the next two
years. The university has already
been hit with a $17 million cut
from the current budget.

April.
According to the Seattle
University Web site, Franz is
also responsible for inaugurating
the annual Seattle U-University
of Washington Army vs. Navy
ROTC flag football game. Franz
also served as adviser for the
Seattle University Bouldering
Club.

Arkans also said that the university is looking for ways to save
money. They are cutting back on
travel and started a hiring freeze
for most positions.
Like Seattle U, the University
ofWashington saw record enrollment rates with over 20,000 students applying for 5,000 places.

Washington

in

state

legislature

Questions, comments and
news tips can be sent to
newstips@seattleu.edu
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Networking is key for SU grads
Kassi Rogers
Volunteer Writer

Faculty and staffhave decided to
teach by example, giving students
a revolutionary tool to weather
the economic storm: the power of
networking.
Tucked away in one of the more
active parts of campus is the Center
for Career Services. The center has
been busy transforming Seattle
University into a network of career
opportunities and assistance for
students ready to enter the work
force.
Daniel Pascoe, executive director of Career Services, has turned
his belief in the power ofnetworking into the underlying theme of
the office. With partnerships across
campus, Pascoe calls Career Services
"networking to help students
network."
Through various collaborations
he hopes to generate more events
for a broader range of students. Of
those is a rare collaboration with
Alumni Relations, which guarantees
career assistance to every Seattle U
graduate for life.
A complete overhaul of the current E-recruiting system, which allows students access to job listings
through Career Services, will allow
even easier access to career tools.
The current system will become
the Redhawk Network. Students
will be able to post resumes, cover
letters, writing samples and build a
portfolio online.
According to the Bureau of
Labor Statisics, the national unem-

ployment

rate

increased 1.2 percent

from 2007. This rate has caused a
job market flood of qualified applicants and a shortage of jobs.
A classical example of demand
exceeding supply is generating more

competition not only in the job
market, but also amongst college
students applying for internships.
This, Pascoe explains, is why networking is essential.
"Networking has the ability create opportunities that before were
non-existent," Pascoe said.
Highly regarded as a way to

smoothly transition into a career,
internships take on a new dimension in the midst of a recession.
Pascoe stresses early action due to
the time commitment internships
require.
Mary Jean Rivers, professor
of microeconomics in the Alber's
School of Business and Economics
points out that while employer's
are trying to cut costs, on the job
training might be one of the first
expenditures to get the axe.

"Employers are looking for
who can readily adjust to

someone

their work environment,"
Rivers said.
Insecurity about the future has
some seniors like Doris Martinez,
senior Stragetic communication
major, thinking twice.
"I'm stressed," Martinez said.
"For the past four years I thought
that I knew what I wanted to do, but
now at the end I just feel stuck."
Pascoe cites students' lack of
confidence as a major deterrent
from networking.
"Most people think of it as a
task [but] it actually is a chance to
see need within the community,"
Pascoe said.
Research done on the current
job market suggests that networking helps jobseekers stay on top of
the competition.
"Networking is to the benefit of
students because they are able to expand connections [and] meet those
people who share your interests,"

Rivers explained.
Following the success of the
Etiquette and Network dinner,
Pascoe hopes that students will
begin to see networking as a way
of thinking and a way of life.
Sponsored by Alumni Relations
and Career, last Wednesday's event
in featured guest speakers and gave
students a practical lesson in networking and interview tactics.
Students have another opportunity to do so at the upcoming All
Majors Career & Internship Expo,
Wednesday January 21st in the
Campion Ballroom from 11 a.m.
to 3 p.m.
The event will be host to over 50
employers and 70 recruiters on the
search for impressive students. But
Pascoe warns that students should
come prepared and expect to see a
lot of competition.
Pascoe's job market philosophy
is clear: a recession is not a matter
of a decline in all markets, rather it
is a shift in markets.
So if one field, such as engineering, is declining, another field, like
education or real estate, might be
taking off.
Rivers pointed out that these
days it is more advantageous to pick
a major that develops specific skills
because employers are searching for
a depth ofknowledge.
"I don't think it is as beneficial
to get several undergraduate degrees
as it is to obtain a higher level of
education in one particular field,"
Rivers added.
For students interested in finding
out more about Career Services, the
office offers drop-in hours, group
advising sessions and advising by
appointment.
Kassi can be reached at
rogersk@seattleu.edu

Obama effigy sparks controversy
Kelli Long
Courtesy UWire

Nearly 200 students from diverse
groups and backgrounds came together to express their unity in
response to the racial occurrence
that took place on the University of
Kentucky campus last week.
Students and representatives from
various organizations, including the
Black Student Union, SUCCESS,
Student Government, NAACP,
the Student Activities Board,
Kentuckians for the Commonwealth
and many different sororities and fraternities, gathered Wednesday night
for a march across campus and
a candlelight vigil in the spot
where an effigy of President-elect
Barack Obama was hung from a
tree on Oct. 29.
"It is important for us to come
together because it shows that things
that happen on campus don't just
affect black people," said Alaina
Hancox, a psychology junior.
"When things like this happen, it
unites all of us."
Those marching gathered in the
Free Speech Area near the Student
Center and walked to the tree where
the effigy was hung near the Mining
and Mineral Resources Building and
library walkway. UK police were

present to block traffic as the group

crossed Rose Street.
Marchers carried signs that spoke
of their desire to put events like the
one last week in the past and move
toward solidarity. One sign read,
"Greeks believe in unity at UK.'"
During the vigil, participants lit
candles as UK students spoke up
about racial incidents that they had
encountered, and volunteers read
the lyrics to a song and poem.
The song, "Strange Fruit," which
was made famous by Billie Holiday,
speaks ofthe lynchings ofblacks and
was read first, followed by a poem
"Behind the Color Blind," written
by Nordette Adams.
"You say you see no color, I say
you're full of it! I hope when you
look at me, you see black a little bit,
for when you say you see me how
can that really be when part of who
I am is my ethnicity?" the opening
stanza ofAdam's poem read.
The location of the march's
end point was significant, said
communications senior James
Davidson, because studentswanted
to reclaim the place where a racial
incident occurred in the spirit of
unity.
"This vigil is important because
it is in the spot where the effigy was
hung," said Davidson. "We want to

take back this spot and replace the
negative with positive."
The event was made possible
because of a collective effort from
an entire coalition of organizations,
Davidson said.
"We need to have a student-led
response," said Joe Gallenstein, a
political science and history senior.
"It is important to look at ourselves
and our culture around us and realize that there is something wrong
and we need to fix it."
Members of university staff and
faculty also took part in the march
and vigil to show that the issues are
not just those that affect students,
but the entire campus.
"This is everyone's issue, not
just a student issue," said Rhonda
Strouse, director of student involvement. "We need to work together as
partners."
People attending the event hoped
this gathering could lead to changes
and progress in the future.
"I hope people will start thinking
about the issues and know that they
can have an effect on what happens
on campus and encourage diversity,"
said Laura Evers, a political science
freshman.

Questions should be sent to
spectator@seattleu.edu
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Departmental Honors changes with growth
Eric Gordon
Staff Writer
The last two years have been full
ofexperimentation and growth for
the English Department's Honors
program. The program, one of
many departmental honors programs determined by one's major,
has been in a two-year pilot stage
for a new structure.
Because of the increased number ofstudents within the program,
from 8 to 15 in the last four years,
the English Department decided it
was time for a change.
English Honors students used
to take part in ten credits of independent study, spread out over two
quarters, generally in winter and
spring. They were also each paired
up with an advisorwhose specialties correlated to their students'
interests.

The Spectator

Clara Ganey

Sean McDowell has directed English Honors for two years.

"Within this new model, the
first quarter of Honors would
consist of a three-credit seminar
that all the students take with the
coordinator and two-credits of instruction with their mentors," said
McDowell.
Students with an accumulated
GPA of 3.5 or above are invited to
take part in the program near the
end oftheir sophomore year. If they
accept, they submit an outline or
idea of an honors project over the
summer, and, if accepted, are confirmed into the program in the fall

Not ready
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individual strategies, real tests for
practice, and true support from
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Go to our website and find out
about the next free seminar.

www.stevenklein.com
Sandy HayesJ.D. and Steven Klein

The Steven Klein Company
5031 University Way NE Seattle

206-524-4915

of their junior year.
"For me, the process read less
like an application and more like
an interest-based response," said
Stephanie Erwin, senior French
and English double major, "While
studying French abroad in May,
I had received an email from the
English Department that indicated
I was eligible to participate in this

program."

The program mirrors
the experience of grad
studies and research.

helped my ideas crystallize, so naturally the mention of an Honors
project sounded like the serious,collegiate environment that I was

missing."
Englehardt found out about the
program through McDowell, who
taught a Fiction Writing class he
had taken.
The English Department asked
McDowell to serve as coordinator
for the duration of the pilot because
he teaches both upper division research seminars and creative writing courses.
"Right now I see Dr. McDowell
as our 'facilitator', or 'fearless leader' if you prefer that term," said

Englehardt.
Erwin explained that after a few
days of consideration, she accepted
the invitationwith feelings ofboth
excitement and apprehension.
"I realized this program represented the perfect opportunity to
shadow the experience of graduate
studies and research," said Erwin.
For some students, the honors
program was a way to keep their
otherwise dying creative juices

flowing.
"I had attempted to write a
novel which, after forty pages or
so, ended up falling through,"
said John Englehardt, senior creative writing major, "At the time
I lacked motivation and the type
of environment that could have

Earn a Seattle University Certificate
•

•

•

•

Earn

Credits from Seattle

Credits may apply to
ELL endorsement

But with the new responsibility
of being a full-time father as well
as a full-time professor, where does
that leave McDowell?
"This is my second and final
year as Honors coordinator," said
McDowell. "I find working with
Departmental Honors students

personally valuable.
They undergo a transformation
much like they would experience
in a master's level seminar, and

the changes they go through and
the insights they acquire about
themselves, their capabilities, and
their career goals have been fun to
watch."
Eric can be reached at
gordone@seattleu.edu
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safety
reports
Safety Assist
January 16,11:30 p.m.
Public Safety identified two males
sitting adjacent bushes near the
building. The males were said
to be waiting for student friends,
which was confirmed.

Campus Voice: What do you think
about the conflict in Gaza?
"I noticed when I was in Europe there
was support of Palestine and when I

came back to the States it's clear that

Safety Assist
January, 16 11:45 p.m.

there is more support for Israel, and I
find it difficult what to believe."

Public Safety contacted Janitorial for clean up of vomit in a residence facility stairwell.
Alcohol
January 17, 2:40 a.m.

"It's very tragic but picking sides won't
help. The United States should stay
out and not get involved."

George White
Junior, Psychology Major

Housing and Residence Life,
Public Safety and Seattle Fire
Department responded to a very
intoxicated student, who was released to her parents at about 5
am.

Heath Braun

Junior, Photography Major

"There's not enough publicity in my
opinion, and people are not informed
about what is happening."

Bike Theft
January 17, 3:45 p.m.
Public Safety received a report
from a student who discovered
her bike missing some hours after
parking it on the west side of the
library.
Narcotics
January 18,1:45 a.m.

Jamie Bartlett
Sophomore, Sociology and
Psychology Major

"The United States should be
involved and take peace-keeping
action because they have been
involved before, and it's basically a
responsibility."

HRL Housing and Residence Life
staff contacted Public Safety regarding a strong odor of burning
marijuana. Marijuana and a glass
pipe were confiscated during a
room inspection.

Theft
January 18, 9:25 p.m.
A contracted staff person report-

ed she left her office unlocked
for a few hours and when she
returned discovered her wallet
was missing. The victim reported an unknown male had been
seen in the building area earlier.
No similar matching person was
spotted.

Safety Assist
January 16,11:30 p.m.
DPS identified two males sitting
adjacent bushes near the building. The males were said to be

waiting for student friends, which
was confirmed.

For a complete listing of public
safety incidents check out our Web
site at www.su-spectator.com
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Kaitlin Lloyd
Sophomore, Psychology Major

Blog posts of the week: Neil Young's
lost mind and the 'Miracle on the Hudson'
Matthew Martell
Entertainment Editor
The music of our parents' generabeing superior
that
of
the music of
to
in every way
our own. It's a hard case to argue
against. Can any record from the last
two decades, even the best of them
like Radiohead's "OK Computer,"
measure up against such seminal
works as the Beatles' "Sgt. Pepper's
Lonely Hearts Club Band" or The
Beach Boys' Pet Sounds?
The music of the past has defined
the music of the future, but it seems
oftentimes that the artists who created these generation-defining albums should take pride in their past
work... instead of charging blindly
forward trying to make music for a
generation that wants nothing to do
with them.
Neil Young is one of these artists.
His work with CSNY and Crazy
Horse, as well as his solo output from
the '60s and '70s, solidified him as
one of the greatest folk musicians of
all time. However, 99 percent of the
music he has made in the last 20 years
has been absolute trash, and Young's
latest record sounds like it will be no
different.
According to the Village Voice,
the next Neil Young record is set to be
"a concept album about eco-friendly
cars." No, I am not kidding.
tion is often lauded as

Young also toldThe Guardian that
the record will explore "dirty blues"
and "direct lyrics" and, of course,
Young's own budding LincVolt electric car enterprise.
Cute. I think. The first single off
the car-fixated record is called "Fork
In The Road," and it's a doozy of a
"dirty blues" track. The song itself is
utterly terrible, and the video up on
his Web site just legitimizes the fact
that, indeed, Young has officially gone
insane.

'Neil Young, you
see, does whatever
the f

—

he wants.'

One can only wonder why Young
would bother to make such a record...
a record that will not only hurt his
fanbase with its sheer awfulness but
will also very likely damage his wallet. I can only agree with Pitchfork in
thinking that Neil Young has done
this because, as 'Fork staffer Tom
Breihan puts it: "Neil Young, you see,
does whatever the f— he wants."
Can anyone smell that? It's a'dead
horse. And Young keeps beating it.
Matthew can be reached at
martellm@seattleu.edu

Amanda Rinkel
Blogger

In the wake of the remarkable

landing ofUS Airways Flight 1549
on the Hudson River in New York,
a sense of amazement and reflection
fell over the nation. One hundred
and fifty-five passengers and crew
members were guided to safety
by the skill and quick-thinking of
Sully Sullenberger, the pilot. In reflection, there are four things one
takes away from the "Miracle on
the Hudson."
1. Birds can take down a plane.
According to the FAA, 486 collisions with birds have occurred.
What is rare in this case is the fact
that both engines were affected by
the suspected collision.
2. The good in people always
shines through during a tragedy.
Inevitably, when tragedy strikes,
there always seems to be one factor in the survival and that is the
actions of bystanders. Yesterday saw
ferries, cruise ships, tug boats and
the coast guard on the scene within
minutes. The good Samaritans ran
toward danger to see in what ways
they could help the survivors, and
for their efforts all 155 souls were
safely escorted to shore.
3. We can feel safer while flying. Yes, we learned birds are a huge
threat. But there's renewed comfort

in the skill of the flight teams that

helm our commercial flights.
Sully Sullenberger, the last man
off the plane, used every bit of his
knowledge and skill to avoid potential disaster by taking a chance
in the water instead of attempting to head over buildings to
an airport.
4. Nothing rallies the nation
quite like a disaster, or better yet,
a near-disaster. Last night, the
lead story on every channel here
in Seattle was the landing. News
networks ran the story non-stop,
playing up the survivors' stories
and replaying footage of a sinking plane in the river. A Facebook
group in the pilot's honor boasts
38,000 members already. Gov.
Patterson called it the "Miracle on
the Hudson."
Miracle may be a strong word for
the landing of US Airways Flight
1549 because it describes occurrences that otherwise cannot be
explained. But the landing and
survival, with only one serious injury at that, is a true awe-inspiring
story in a news cycle of woe and
uncertainty. For one moment, it
uplifted spirits and brought us all
together in amazement. For that, it
may just be a miracle.

Amanda can be reached at
rinkela@seattleu.edu
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The Green Seven:
where eco-awareness meets education
Derron Yuhara

Religion and Ecology

Environmental Philosophy

Chamberlain sees the state of
the environment as "the greatest
moral crisis that we have," and focuses on this crisis in his Religion
and Ecology class.
The class first looks at various
religious perspectives on the natural
world, from indigenous traditions
to Islam. The study then moves into
a specific look at water, the role of
water in war and social justice and
discusses the origins ofmodern ecological viewpoints and problems.
"We look at how we get into
this mess in the first place,"
Chamberlain says.
Students then take on a concrete
project on campus or in the community, such as banning bottled
water sales or using recyclable materials in the dining halls.
"There's a lot more work to
do on campus to really create a
sustainable environment," says
Chamberlain.
This year, students will choose
specific items, research the carbon
impact of every step of its production and then complete ethical reflections on how that information
affects their personal choices.
"It's a moral issue," Chamberlain
says. "It's not so much people that
we're killing—although that's indirectly a result—but it's the earth
itself. And moral issues are rooted
in people's worldview."

Although scientific research
plays a major part in sustainability,
the nature of the human element is
a vital part of the puzzle as well.
"Basically, the course is about anthropocentrism, which means that
human beings are at the center of
the world," says Dan Dombrowski,
professor of philosophy.

Staff Writer
Pauline Diaz

Volunteer Writer
The number seven has often

courses focused on sustainability

been considered to be lucky. For
students feeling extra lucky in

and environmentalism.

their studies, or even just green,
Seattle University has a plethora of

"It seems to me [environmental issues] ought to be at the center of
our endeavors at Seattle U," says
Gary Chamberlain, professor of the-

ology. "And not just banning bottled
water on the campus, but rather a

real focus on curriculum, and how
the curriculum can be changed to
include environmental concerns,
which permeate everything
—

economics, business, nursing and

Dombrowski has been teaching Environmental Philosophy
for about 20 years after he read
Peter Singers "Animal Liberation"
in the 1970s and began to think
about animal rights in relation to
his own life.
"Well you know we have this
emphasis on social justice, this
course is about whether or not
justice extends beyond human beings," says Dombrowski.
By observing this relationship
between human beings and nonhuman animals, Dombrowski encourages students to argue if nonhuman animals have rights as well.
Philosophy of existence goes into
another dimensionwhen one thinks
about what different classifications
there are for that existence.
"One of the main implications
ofanimal rights arguments relates
to vegetarianism and the claim that
if you're going to inflict suffering
and death on a sentient being,
there should be some necessity,"
Dombrowski says.
"All this leads into the question
of whether humans have duties to
objects like rocks, trees, and water,"

Dombrowski adds.
A large section of the course
as Dombrowski describes revolves
around Henry David Thoreau's
"Walden," which illustrates
Thoreau's minimalist lifestyle in
the wilderness.
"Intellectually, the most important thing is that people think about
their duties as human beings to
non-human beings," Dombrowski
says.

January

Jessica Ishmael

The Spectator

Brenda Bourns, professor of biology,
educates her students on sustainability and biodiversity.

Ecology in Costa Rica

in a way that will not

Introduction to
Environmental Engineering

Hidden in the biodiversity ofCosta
Rica is Rancho Mastatal, an environmental learning center developed by
Seattle natives in 2003 to educate students about issues of sustainability and

damage it in the
future," Bourns says.
The class also travels to study wildlife at a turtle reserve near Manuel
Antonio to witness the eco-tourism
culture that has become an important part of preserving the complex

"We're going to teach them
about things like green building
approaches and alternative energy

options."

biodiversity.

ecosystems.

Brenda Bourns, professor of biology, leads the biology 110 class that
she describes as "a global awareness
course that fills a lab requirement."
This scientific immersion is designed to discover the basics of biology in one of the most biologically diverse parts of the world. Students get a
hands on experience of a lifetime.
"The objective of the course is to
experience the global citizen idea: to
understand your impact on the world,
to observe the influence it has on you,
and to learn what sustainability means
and how can we live with the planet

Also, students have the opportunity
live and interact in homes in a rural
Costa Rican community while experiencing the authentic culture.
This year the trip is planned from
June 21 to July 6 for students who
sign up for the lecture class spring

The Introduction to
Environmental Engineering course
discusses topics such as water treatment, air pollution control and
hazardous waste and explores them
through labs.
"We also apply math and computer modeling to studying the

to

quarter.

Bourns encourages students to
enroll for this class, which provides
more than an in-the-classroom learning experience.
"I don't often see 'this course
changed my life,' on evaluations for
other classes I teach," Bourns says.

College Writing:
Sustainable Foods

Nature Writing and
Environmentalist!

The freshmen assigned to Hilary
Hawleys English 110 course themed

Professor Gordon Miller clarifies his
Natural Resources and
Nature Writing and Environmentalism Environmental Economics pushes
course isn't about learning how to write students to think about how resources
about nature, but is more of a reading
like fresh air, clean water, or pristine
course on "literary writing about the forests should be valued in a commernatural world." In some ways, it's even cial world and market.
a study on the human experience.
"We are looking at the management
of natural resources and making deci"I look at a lot of the great environmentalists, a lot of them even as sions based on trade-offs," says Gareth
children have some kind of emotional Green, professor of economics. "It's
or even spiritual kind of experience important to develop these undefined
in nature, and they write about this,"
values ofresources beyond extractions
Miller says. "I think a lot of our stuvalue; for example, we look at a forest
dents and people in general have had as a useful place for hiking trails rather
little moments like this in natural setthan extracting timber."
The idea that non-market value retings, even ifit's just for a moment and
sources can be accurately assigned value
they connect with that."
The course looks at the classics in is a major theme ofNatural Resources
the field, such as Emerson and Thoreau, and Environmental Economics
but also analyzes more contemporary
"Looking at resources differendy in
work as well as nature writers from as this way promotes sustainable building
far back as the 17th century.
practices and consideration for things
"When we're reading this, we're that are significant to the community
looking to see what this author says as a whole," says Green.
about responsibility for the environThe class also incorporates a large
ment," Miller says.
service-learning component to apply
Miller notes the class is a departure concepts to the community by working
from much of the objective study on with local non-profits to perform ecoenvironmentalism that many courses nomic analysis based research. Seattle
offer.
Public Utilities, Heart of America,
"Scientific writing is more writing Seattle U, Washington Office of
about nature, whereas nature writing is Finance, and Neighborhood House
the author's experience in nature," says are among the organizations students
Miller. "I think what a lot of this nature work with during the class.
"The service learning is a very imwriting does is it kind of legitimizes
that it's okay to have this emotional portant element in the course. Students
connection with nature and that it's experience the real community impact
of these issues," says Green.
important."

sustainable eating may be gaining
the "freshmen fifteen," but at least
they're doing so responsibly.
"This course took one concrete,
everyday decision that you can make
and helped to frame it in terms [of sustainability]," Hawley says. "It gave this
larger, and sometimes purposely vague,
idea of going green and gave it practical
on

application."
Hawley invites speakers from Bon
Appetit and Campus Sustainability
Manager Karen Price to speak to the
class. Students also take trips to local
farmers markets and grocery stores to
examine food options and different
commitments to organic, natural or
sustainable foods.
"What makes this a course on
rhetoric is that a lot of these terms
are still flexible," Hawley says. "What
the Oregon Tilth organization might
call organic is far different from the
USDA's definition of organic."
Some of that reading includes
Michael Pollan's "The Omnivore's
Dilemma" and articles from national
magazines. Film is also significant to
the course, including documentaries
such as "The Future of Food."
"It relates directly to how we live
our everyday lives and the choices we
make," Hawley says. "We really did see
how these concepts we're reading and
writing about affect things like what
you're going to buy for dinner."
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transport ofpollutants," professor
Phillip Thompson says. "Who's
going to be affected by this plume
that's coming from the smokestack?
How long is it going to-take for the

coming out of this
reach
the river?"
to
also
mentions the
Thompson
of
a
Green Engineering
possibility
class to address growing student
contaminants

landfill

interest.

Many students in the major
also participate in outside research
and projects, such as Engineers
Without Borders, which has made
trips to Thailand, Mexico and
Jamaica. Current projects include
constructing a composting toilet
for a clinic in Jamaica and developing a sustainable water source
and treatment system in a Zambian
community.
"People see [civil and environmental engineering] as a stable career path and I think a lot of our
students just want to do something for others," Thompson says.
"Having a clean environment is
beneficial to everybody."

Natural Resources and
Environmental Economics

Jessica Ishmael

The Spectator

Phillip Thompson, environmental engineering professor, teaches
environmentally friendly and energy efficient building techniques.

Green chic detracts from environmental awareness
Taylor Olson
Staff Writer
One ofSeattle University's bigselling points is their commitment to sustainability and raising
awareness about our effect on the
world around us.
Despite efforts the university
makes on a daily basis to involve
students in their eco-friendly ways,
students seem to only get on board
when they can be trendy in doing
so.
"Green chic" has become a
way for businesses to capitalize on
something people should be doing
anyway.
I've been "green" for my whole
life; it's how I was raised. Not to
gest

say that I started a trend, but I had
SIGG water bottle long before
they were fashionable. I've used
reusable grocery bags for years.
Not recycling was not an option
at home. Now I am also motivated
by the fact that mixing recyclables
with your trash results in a fine at
my apartment.
I don't do these things because
they're trendy; I'm not trying to
impress anyone. I genuinely care
about the environment and reducing my carbon footprint. I'm
not one of those people that wears
"Green is Gorgeous" plastered
across my shirt.
However, I don't think I can say
the same for the majority ofpeople
on campus, or in general for that
a

matter. Stores like Urban Outfitters the green movement. They have
have realized that being green is recently extended the composting
gaining popularity and has been program utilized by Bon Appetit
shamelessly sucking people into to students. New recycling and
the green movement. With the in- composting cans have appeared on
creased popularity in "going green," campus. However, many students
everything that Seattle U does to be haven't even noticed.
I think a prime example of
greener may attract new students
interested in this growing trend. "green-ness" being nothing more

Now I'm not saying that it's
bad that people are jumping on
the bandwagon, I'm saying that
we should all be greener simply
because it's a healthier way to live.
It's like volunteering and wanting
recognition for it. It's something to
be done for the sake of doing, not
to flaunt or want attention for.
Seattle U offers students a variety of ways to get involved in

about it since.
I've noticed on campus that
people will recycle as long as the
bins are available but people won't
necessarily go out of their way
otherwise.
Obviously, there are worse bandwagons to jump on; at least going
green helps promote healthier living and a healthier world. But I am
annoyed with people only getting
involved in a good cause because it
is trendy or a celebrity endorses it.
Go green because it's good for the
earth and good for you. Or don't if
it's not something you believe in or
if you're just following the herd.

than a fashion statement or trend
would be the lack of interest in the
"Ban the Bottle" campaign that
took place last year. Despite the efforts of a dedicated and energetic
groupof students, plastic bottles are
still available on campus. This initiative has passed at other schools,
including Gonzaga, but didn't get
off the ground at Seattle U.
Taylor can be reached at
And I haven't heard anything olsont@seattleu.edu
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A call to arms for college artists

Students prove artistic merit through extracurricular activity

'Siena' showcases study abroad photography
Corey Blaustein
Staff Writer
The Tuscan countryside has
been idealized as one of the most
beautiful places on earth. Now the
life and essence of one of Italy's
most famous regions comes to the
Seattle University campus through
the eyes of a group of students.
The culmination of a Seattle U
study abroad class taken in Siena,
Italy is currently on display in the
Kinsey Gallery. Its opening reception brought all of the students
involved, their friends and family
and other members of the Seattle U
community to the Casey Building
to admire and reflect upon the
collection of photographs taken in
the small Italian town and the surrounding Italian countryside. The
students even priced their works for
the community to buy if they felt
so compelled.
"The experience was everything I hoped for," said Katie
Swezey, junior photography major. "The group of people on the
trip was amazing; we all love each
other dearly."
She was very surprised with
the reception's turn out as the gallery and lobby were packed with
art fans.
Michael Keefe, a senior digital
design major and another student
who participated in the program,
explained why he chose the two
pictures he had on display.
"I shot very few rolls of film, but
love
the luminosity that the meI
dium provides," Keefe said, pointing out his nighttime shot of a
deserted alleyway.
The students on the program
used both film and digital photography during their trip. The exhibit
has both mediums on display with
the film prints mounted on the
walls and the digital pictures shown
on a laptop screen.

The reaction to the exhibit by
the Seattle U community was one
of support for the students work.
Danny Durlcan, a junior digital design major, couldn't decide on his
favorite pieces in the whole show.
"There are numerous beautiful
works of art, I can't point out any
one that triumphs over any other
one," Durkan said.

I can't point

out

any single piece

that triumphs

over any other.
Danny Durkan
Junior Digital Design Major

The works comprise many
different emotions and aspects
of Italian life. Some capture the
beautiful architecture of Siena
while others focus on the life of
its citizens.
Many of the photos on display
were taken during the famous Palio
horse race, a tradition that has been
held in Siena's Piazza del Campo
since the 14th Century.
There is no definite sense of
direction in terms of what the
students were supposed to focus
on in their pieces, which provides
a diverse and interesting look
into Italian life and the experience of students immersed in a
different culture.
"Siena" provides the gallery-goer
with an opportunity to view, buy
and support art from fellow Seattle
U students. The Exhibit will be on
display in the Kinsey Callery until
Feb. 6.
Corey can be reached at
Blaustei@seattleu.edu

Jordan Ford

The Siena study abroad photography class ventured to Italy around the same time as the Palio horse race.

CAPS commissions students for much needed makeover
Corey Blaustein
Staff Writer

Seattle University's Counseling
and Psychological Services needs a
makeover, and they're hoping student artists will help them with it.
Dr. Mehvash Ali is heading up
a committee that is calling for students to submit art to redecorate
CAPS' office. Ali is asking for students to submit art that expresses
their individuality as well as promotes the mission of Seattle U
and CAPS.
"We are looking for art for
our public spaces like the lobby
and some of our offices. This is an

excellent opportunity we can give to
our own students," Ali explained.
As ofyet, an e-mail request has
only been sent out to the Fine Arts
faculty to encourage their students
to submit work but the call is open
to anyone who wants to submit
their art.
Students are starting to send in
their submissions with high hopes
of being picked.
Danny Durkan, junior graphic
design major, is in the process of
submitting his works to be shown
at CAPS and is very excited about
the call for artists.
"I'm glad that SU is keeping an
interest in getting student works on

wall space—gallery, office or otherwise," Durkan said.

This is an opportunity
for students to get

their name into
the community.
Sam Angell
Senior Fine Arts Major
The call for submissions has
been widely publicized, but

not

it is

creating a buzz with the student art community on campus.
Sam Angell, senior Fine Arts major is also planning to submit a

few works.
"It'd be a great experience to
have my art shown in a public
place," Angell said. "These ideas
are great opportunities for students
because it helps get their name into
the community."
"It's also nice to see a strong support of fine arts when the school is
so focused on their Division I sports
programs," Durkan added.
According to Ali, CAPS is searching for mainly wall-mounted works
but all mediums are accepted.

"If there is a large enough response, we are willing to rotate
pieces on a monthly or quarterly
basis," Ali mentioned.
To submit work, artists should
e-mail CAPS with pictures of the
art, a small description of the
pieces and how it pertains to the
university mission as well as a short
artist's statement.
CAPS will be receiving submissions until further notice.
Students interesting in submitting should contact Ali for
further information.
Corey can be reached at
Blaustei@seattleu.edu
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Fragments pieces together student art submissions
the time of judging do

not

include

a name.

The Spectator

Garrett Mukai

As one of the oldest clubs on campus, Fragments is a magazine dedicated to compiling the best student literary and visual artwork each year.
Alex LaCasse
Staff Writer

acknowledges difference and diversity," says Tung, Fragments' advisor.

is preparing for the
missions expected

From poetry to short stories
and photographs, student art is
chronicled in professional book
form. Fragments is released for
sale once every year in spring quarter. This year Fragments will come
out sometime in May at its annual
Gala event.
As its release approaches, Laurie
Murphy, junior creative writing
and editor-in-chief of Fragments,

mid-February.

Seattle University's literary magazine Fragments, now in its 51st year
of publication, is both a literary
and visual arts collection highlighting student artwork. And while the
word fragments may evoke images
of entropy and distortion, Michael
Tung, associate professor ofEnglish,
has a different vision.
"The magazine is unity that

of subarrive in

wave

to

"It's a representation ofour community," Murphy says. "There are
some pieces that really stand out."
All students—regardless of major—are able to submit their written
and visual art pieces. Murphy says
students can submit up to five pieces
and will be notified if their work has
been accepted for publication before
spring break.

As an organization, theFragments
staff spends copious amounts of
time determining which artistic
submissions will make it into the
final publication.
Murphy notes it is not easy getting one's work into Fragments.
Often the panel ofroughly seven
judges has lengthy discussions on
why a certain poem, picture or
short story should or should not be
included in Fragments. In order to
remain objective, all of the pieces at

"We spend the majority of our
time debating pieces," Murphy
says.
However, Murphy and Tung
urged individuals to submit pieces
no matter what.
"Just because someone doesn't get
accepted doesn't mean they should
give up," Tung says.
Both Murphy and Tung are
hoping to garner the attention of
a wider audience this year. Instead
of just writing and art related major students, Fragments wants to
highlight a more holistic Seattle
U community.
"It's hard to reach out to the
school of engineering," Tung says,
referring to a demographic that normally would not submit anything.
This attempt to involve the larger
Seattle U community has been an
agenda item for many art groups
on campus. In early December,
Fragments helped organize the
campus wide event "Collisions: an
artistic soiree." The event showcased
student art—visual, spoken, and so
on—in a more open and available atmosphere for all Seattle U students.
Roughly 100 students circulated
through the exhibit from all different
majors. There are plans for another
Collisions event this quarter.
Students can begin submitting
art pieces in mid-February to frag-

ments@seattleu.edu.
Alex can be reached at
lacassea@seattleu.edu

ArtsideOut seeks to supplement Fine Arts program
Cody Shepherd
Staff Writer
Artists are often, by nature, solitary creatures. Painters plant themselves in front ofeasels for hours on

end in order to create their craft, musicians barricade themselves in dungeon-like studios to record albums,
and writers hunker down over notebooks, typewriters and computers in
mental solitude for months on end
to pump out an end product they
hope will be worth reading.
In spite of these artistic stereotypes, the concept of an "artistic
community" is very real, and Seattle
University's latest art-centric club,
ArtsideOut, aims to build just that
sort of society on campus.
Carey Smith, senior visual arts
major, describes the group as a holistic approach to a

student-organized

art club.
"We didn't have any extracurricular, student-involved arts organizations on campus," says Smith, "and it
seems like that would be something
that's required to have a vital, thriving arts community at any college."
Although both Smith and cofounder Jenny Burrows study visual
arts, they have coordinated their efforts to enliven Seattle U's art community with Literary Society and
Fragments in hopes of drawing devotees from all artistic backgrounds.
Their major endeavor has been the
arts show Collision, held in the
Campion Ballroom last fall. A free
event—like all those that ArtsideOut

hosts—Collision displayed original

painting, drawing and design work
as well as live music and literature readings, all by students at
Seattle U.
Collision is co-hosted by
ArtsideOut and Fragments, and
is scheduled as a once-per-quarter
event. Open submissions for upcoming events are announced via the
organization's Web site, artsideout.
wordpress.com, as well as by their
Facebook group and on posters
pinned up around campus.

[ArtsideOut] gives me

a chance to work on
my technical skills.
Trevor Brown
Freshmen Psychology Major

Garrett Mukai

The Spectator

ArtsideOut encourages community art involvement by hosting free figure drawing sessions twice monthly.
ArtsideOut also offers figuredrawing meetings on the second and
fourth Thursdays of every month at
8 p.m. in FINR 206. These relaxed
and somewhat informal meetings
are free and open to students from
all disciplines. Smith and Burrows'
other ambitions range from Show
and Tell events to more live music
shows to intentions to re-design
The Spectator's dispenser boxes.
These events are based largely on
community enthusiasm, and Smith
urges anyone with ideas or interest
to contact him.
Smith and Burrows believe
ArtsideOut provides a much-

needed supplement

to

Seattle U's

art program.

small school we felt that we
in student community,"
Burrows says. "Our department re"As

a

were lacking

ally needs resources." She cites the
popularity ofCollision and the recent Siena photography show as evidence of student interest in such an
environment, but notes the absence,
or inactivity, of any coordinated
community effort to date. Burrows
also notes that it's one thing to talk
about art in class with one's professors, but another to have one's work
critiqued by peers.
Burrows estimates ArtsideOut's

have seen participation from
50 or more students since its inception this fall. She and Smith identify
six to seven students who regularly
attend figure drawings and say that
many more people rotate in or out
based on their schedules and interests —making the organization a
great way to meet new people and
exchange ideas. Additionally, in an
effort to remain available to students
ofall kinds, the group plans to raise
money through campus events,
rather than encourage members to
pay dues.
Many of the students at last
events

Thursday's figure drawing

event

were not, in fact, arts majors. Trevor
Brown, for example, is a freshmen
psychology major who hopes to at-

tend meetings regularly.
"I just like art," he says, "and this
gives me a chance to work on my

technical skills."
Regardless of specialty, nearly everyone at the drawing event seemed
to echo Smith in their reasons for
attending.
"We wanted to have a better
bond with other students at Seattle
U," Smith says.
Cody can be reached at
sheper2@seattleu.edu
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Barrio brings quality Mexican northwest of the border
Angelo Carosio

Online Editor
From the front, new Capitol
Hill Mexican joint "Barrio" keeps
a low profile. Dark, tinted glass
runs along the sidewalk, and it's
quite easy to walk right by the
place without even realizing what's
there. From the side however, it's a
different story.
The simple black "Barrio" written on the wall stands in stark contrast to grandiose 8-foot tall wooden
doors covering the entire entrance.
Like something from a medieval
castle, the huge doors swing open
to reveal a dark, candlelit restaurant
that will challenge anyone's expectations of Mexican food.
Diners are seated among over
350 candles, some arranged in a
huge wall bisecting the room, others in circular towers floating above
the tables and booths. There's not
a light bulb in sight, and the waiters have to pass out small flashlights for easier menu reading. The
smells wafting around are not those
of lard and greasy meat but instead
those of hand-made tortillas and
zesty spices.
The word "barrio" in Spanish
means "neighborhood," which
also describes the philosophy the
owners and managers have about
restaurant's the food, drinks and
atmosphere. Barrios Web site calls
the restaurant an "approachable and
inviting representation of modern
Mexico." It's a place that avoids the
usual tex-mex fare of places like
Tacos Guaymas and La Cocina and
instead opts for something more
authentic, an example of what an

upscale restaurant would be in
place like Mexico City.

a

"You're not going to find refried
beans here," said Leigha Bone, one
of Barrio's managers. "We're into
fresh, local ingredients incorporated
into traditional Mexican food."

We're into fresh,
local ingredients

incorporated into
traditional food.
Leigha Bone
Manager, Barrio

Barrio's diverse menu contains

everything from hand-made chips
and salsa to grilledribeye steak and
braised short ribs. While it might
seem like

bit much to wade
through at first, the waiters won't
hesitate to suggest things or explain
any of the eatery's many options in
greater detail. The prices also vary:
go during happy hour for $2 tacos and $5 margaritas, or opt for
the more expensive dinner menu,
where entrees range from $10 to
$20, and drinks from $5 to $10.
Well worth the money, the dishes succeed in tinting traditionally
Mexican food with a Northwest
flare and flavor. The food is familiar but simultaneously exotic, combining the usual fare with exciting
twists. The coconut rice served with
the tacos and some other dishes has
a noticeable sweetness that works
extremely well, and the tacos

Clara Ganey

The Spectator

a

Excited diners converse while waiting to peruse Barrio's extensive and diverse drink and dinner menus.
themselves are full of juicy meat of
all varieties. The marinade on the
steak lends a spiciness to it that is
reminiscent of the best fajitas. Also
on the must-try list are their chips,
which are handmade on-site in three
different varieties: corn, yucca, and
plantain and served with the diner's
choice of two salsas.
The cocktail menu is also extensive, containing the usuals like
margaritas and pina coladas, and
also lesser-known cocktails such as
the "sangre de agave," which contains both rum and tequila and is
rounded off with lime juice and
cassis. Just like on the food menu,

there's something for everyone, and
the bartenders serve the drinks on
the stiff side.

The food is familiar
but exotic, combining

energy and relaxed locale of
the neighborhoods we are pleased
to call our Barrio." The restaurant
embodies those principles nicely, as
the prices are very approachable for
food of such high quality and the
atmosphere makes it perfect for that
special occasion or event when one
street

wants to eat

the usual fare with

good food but still be

exciting twists.

able to relax while doing so.
Barrio is located on 12th Avenue
between Pike and Madison. A second Barrio is scheduled to open in
Bellevue later this year.

According to their Web site,
Barrio's vision is that of community, a place that "thrives off the

Angelo can be reached at
carosioa@seattleu.edu

Harpist brings harmonic strings to Town Hall
Eric Gordon
Staff Writer

Upon arriving in the viewing room of Seattle's Town Hall
Sunday, Jan. 18, there were three
tall, grand-looking wooden harps
arrayed on-stage. Each bore a
similar structure, but each also had
separate qualities of design, string
structure, and cultural trademarks.
The light gleamed off the ornately
carved bows ofwood in a different
way on each.
When Maxine Eilander took the
stage, she began by explaining some
of the tradition behind Orpheus'
Lyre, and why the show was
titled such.
"After all, I'm not playing
a lyre, and I'm not Orpheus,"
said Eilander.
The origin of the title comes
from Greek mythology; Orpheus
was mythological figure, venerated by the Greeks as a representa-

On this harp, with calculated
fingers, Eilander began to pluck out
the notes ofa few different Baroque
songs, taking time between each to
explain further a little bit about the
music and about the harp itself.
Eilander told the audience in her
distinct SouthAfrican accent about
how she and the overseas craftsman
of her harps had arrived at the designs for each of the three. When
she was about to describe how the
design had come to include the
cherub figure, her tiny blonde three-

year-old daughter interjected.

The great thing about
the harp is you get a
beautiful sound from

the very beginning.

a

Clara Ganey

The Spectator

Maxine Eilander rotates between three distinct harps during
"Orpheus's Lyre," a showcase of baroque and renaissance music.

tive of music and poetry. It is said
he perfected the design of the lyre,
invented by Hermes, and that he
could charm birds, fish, and other
beasts with his music. Eilander
seemed to charm her audience in
a similar way.
She began her performance with
the furthest left harp. It was Italian
by design, arid featured three rows
of strings. At the top of this harp
was a gold-painted carving of a
young cherubic girl.

Maxine Eilander
Harpist

"I really need that string," she
giggled. "But it really was a beautiful piece."
The audience again burst into
good-natured laughter. On her
next harp, one of German design
that featured a figure head of an
ancient German count, Eilander
played more modern pieces from
composers such as Bach, still taking time to explain each piece and
even showing pictures of paintings
that correlated to them, laying them
all out on a stray music stand at the

front of the stage.
Finally, for the last three songs
ofthe afternoon, Eilander moved to
the third harp. This was the harp of
Spanish design. It featured no figure head on its top, but was instead
the most intricately carved along all
other surfaces.
Her playing was precise, melodic and beautiful. She expertly
evoked the spirit of the marches
and dance pieces, and perfectly conveyed the tenderness of the older

baroque
"It's me," the girl exclaimed, and
the hall reverberated with bouts of
high-class laughter. But despite her
daughters interruptions, Eilander
was more than professional
throughout her performance. She
had moved on to the final piece
she would be playing on the Italian
harp when a string snapped and she
had to stop.

music.

Near the end of the performance, Eilander made a strong case
for studying the harp.
"The great thing about the
harp," she noted as she picked at
one affirmative, resounding string,
"is you get a beautiful sound from
the very beginning."
Eric can be reached at
gordone@seattleu.edu
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Hugo House hosts cheap wine, priceless poetry
Jessica Van Gilder
Managing Editor
Tired of sipping wine and
reading Emily Dickinson out
loud on a papasan chair alone, or
annoyed by the posh poetry readings that feel too exclusive? Well,
keep the wine and the good poetry,
but change the venue to Richard
Hugo House for its Cheap Wine
and Poetry night.
Four years ago Brian McGuigan
found the Seattle freeze effect kept
the poetry scene in the city a little
too exclusive and stagnant, so he cofounded and began curating Cheap
Wine and Poetry.
"My favorite aspect is seeing the
looks on peoples' faces as everything
is going on and, because it's a really
intimate, well-packed space, you get
to be a part ofsomething special and

unique," McGuigan said.

interest of writers or poetry readers,

In a small room with a capacity
of 80 persons, attendance usually
rounds out around 100 according
to McGuigan, but it is all part of
the experience.

but also of the community. The
Hugo House puts on the event at
no charge, but encourages donations
in order to keep the wine cheap the
event running.
After four years as curator of the
event, McGuigan calls its greatest
success the ability to bring a diverse
audience full of interested attendances that may or may not have
experience in poetry.
"It's a place where everyone can
be a part of something that's fun,"
noted McGuigan about the popularity of the event.
For the first night of the series,
Cheap Wine and Poetry has gathered four different literary voices—each who serve up a different style
of words to surprise or enlighten
the audience.
The work of playwright Keri

There's a real gritty
dirtiness to [Keri

Healey's] work,
but it's sexy too.
Brian McGuigan
Curator

Aside from the close environment,

the broadness of the propeak not only the

gram continues to

Healey won't be able to fly under the
audiences radar because of its spicy
attitude and acute perceptions.
"She is definitely an eyebrow
raiser. There's a real gritty dirtiness
to her work, but it's sexy too," ex-

plained McGuigan.
Adding to the style of the night is
Jeremy Richards—a writer and radio
host in Seatde, who may make people
rethink their concept ofslam poetry.
According to McGuigan, Richards
stands as one of the more dynamic
spoken word poets in Seattle.
Another voice in the city's poetscene,
Rebecca Hoogs, will keep
ry
readers in their seat listening to the
witty observations she sharply puts
on paper.
"Her work is really smart,"
McGuigan said. "You can always
learn something from her."
Ed Skoog completes the night

by offering up a perspective of one

who has lived in many places and
combines the divergent cultural experiences into words the audience
wants to listen to.
From slam poetry to experimental works and prose, the night
practically guarantees an enjoyable
experience for the audience.
"One of the best things [Cheap
Wine and Poetry] features is a variety
of poets," McGuigan said. "Anyone
will find something they like during
the evening. Something someone
says will touch them in some way."
The series' first night back is Jan.
22 at 7 p.m., with free entry and
wine for $1 at Richard Hugo House,
located behind Cal Anderson Park at
1634 11th Ave.

Jessica can be reached at
vangilde@seattleu.edu
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which edition of the story one reads,
usually spans roughly 20 pages.
It sketches in a highly satiric voice
the many sofcialdifficulties ofa 19th
century man born aged, full grown,
vested with the faculties of speech
and judgment, the embarrassments
he inflicts on his fatherand son and
the toll his reverse-aging takes on his
relationship with his wife, whom he
comes to revile. In short, the story
operates as a humorous analysis and
critique of the many roles adopted
throughout the aging process, very
much in the vein of Twain's "The
Mysterious Stranger."
The movie's choice to place
Benjamin Button 60 years later
than its story wasn't necessarily a
bad one-any word Fitzgerald wrote
before 1930 can be assumed to have
something or other to do with
World War I. David Fincher's refusal to include Fitzgerald's intellectual
stakes in the narrative, however, in
the end renders the movie nothing
more than a slightly quirky, yet predictable sap story whose emotional
wallop pales in comparison to the
power ofFitzgerald's prose.
it

The Curious Case
of Benjamin Button
Cody Shepherd
Staff Writer
"The Curious Case of Benjamin
Button" is a movie about how Brad
Pitt and Cate Blanchett are still sexy
even though they are both in their
40's now. The movie also conjectures about how hot Pitt will be in
his 50's, and how nubile Blanchett
must have been when she was 20,
especially if she had been a dancer.
The most interesting moment
film comes at its beginning,
the
in
when a dying woman tells a brief
story about the making of a clock
that runs backward, an image
which ought to come to represent
the trauma inflicted by World War
I and the desire to turn back time.
Instead, however, the movie departs
on a sentimental story of the life of
an improbable man, maderemarkable only by a succession ofheavily
airbrushed sunsets and the repetition of the equally cliched phrase,
"You never know what's coming for
you." The movie turns the emotional screw when appropriate, of
course, but cowers from any rigorous exploration of the complicated
representation of time it initializes
and departs from its originating
short story almost completely.
Yes, let us talk about Fitzgerald for
a minute.
"The Curious Case of Benjamin
Button" was published in "Colliers"
in 1922 by F. Scott Fitzgerald. Fie
wrote the story in an attempt to
measure up against a remark made
by MarkTwain which lamented the
fact that the best experiences seem
to occur early in life, and the worst
just before dying. Depending on

Cody can be reached at
sheper2@seattleu.edu

Last Chance Harvey
Elizabeth Dold

Volunteer Writer
If you're in the mood for a sympathetic, but not sappy, character
study and love story, "Last Chance
Harvey" does it well. The plot is
neither daring nor original, but its
simplicity is true to life. There are

uncomfortable

moments, some of
which are a result of the cinematography, but most are intentional
and serve to establish the characters
as relatable. They never feel like actors or superstars. Watching this

Overture Films

Dustin Hoffman and Emma Thompson play awkward lovers in the comedy "Last Chance Harvey."
movie feels

something like observing the lives of your parents —you
care what happens to the characters, you really do. You can't help
loving them, but they are painfully
ordinary, full of faults and decidedly unglamorous. Kate, played by
Emma Thompson, can't walk in
heels or glide through a blinddate.
Harvey, played by Dustin Hoffman,
can't write a winning jingle to save
the job he hates or hold back those
jokes that bring in throat-clearing
rather than laughter.
The couple meets for the first
time in a bar in the airport where
Harvey has just missed his flight,
the one that forced him to leave
his daughter's wedding before the
reception, all so he could get back
to work. Oh, but then he was fired.
And he won't go back to the reception because it's too painfully awkward to be around his ex-wife and
her new husband, who, by the way,
walked Harvey's daughter down the

aisle. Kate's state ofaffairs isn't much
better. The circumstances surrounding their meeting are strange and
terribly Hollywood, but of course
the events on screen naturally begin
a 16-hour correspondence between
the two characters in which they,
as we all knew they would, fall in

love—quite adorably.

My biggest fear

was that it would

be too cute.
This film is somewhat unremarkable; it probably won't even
make you cry. However, walking
into the theater, my biggest fear
was that it would be too cute, and
it wasn't. The redeeming factor is
the caliber of acting.
Hoffman manages somehow to

be awkward with an unparalleled
grace, and his expressions are so
endearing I fell in love with him
too. Thompson commands a certainrespect that allows the audience
to look up to Kate despite her role
as a lonely, middle-aged, sexless
woman. Hie film is amplified by
the presence of characters such as
Kates dotty, hovering mother who
calls every five minutes—or less—
to check up on Kates love life, or
to report on her conspiracy theories about the new Polish neighbor
who barbecues suspicious amounts
offood. Another high point in the
movie is the short performance by
the musical group Kitty Daisy &
Lewis. If nothing else, it's a somewhat stretched 90 minutes ofcharismatic acting with a good message
about getting out of a rut and not
giving up on love.
Elizabeth can be reached at
dolde@seattleu.edu
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Man with the Golden Arm left a golden legacy at SU
where I started."
Miles made the varsity team
his sophomore year. Starting as
a guard, he led the Chieftains to
NCAA post-season play the next
three seasons.
By 1963, his senior year at
Seattle U, Miles stood at 6-foot-4
and averaged 25.7 points and nearly
six rebounds per game. His teammate Ernie Dunston said Miles was
an all-around threat on the court.
"Miles was the most wellrounded ball-player I had ever played
with," Dunston says.
Dunston, who also played for
the Chieftains from 1960 to 1963
and was a NBA draft pick after
leaving Seattle U, said he and Miles

Leaving Seattle U with a bachelor's
degree in accounting, he swapped
his Chieftains jersey for a Detroit
Pistons uniform.
Miles played guard for the
Pistons for six years. In 1966 he
represented the team at the NBA
All-Star Game.

developed

After he played for the Pistons,
Miles put his golden arm to use
for the Baltimore Bullets and the
New York Knicks. But a ruptured
Achilles tendon took Miles out of
the game in 1972. Miles averaged
13.4 points per game during his
nine-year NBA career.
"I definitely went through some
withdrawal when it happened,"
Miles says. "You can't do something
for 15 or 20 years like that and then
just stop. I think it probably took
me a year or two to get over."
Miles came back to Seattle U in
1978, accepting the {Position of assistant head basketball coach. Two
years later, he left.
"In 1980 the school was just
deemphasizing basketball," he says
referring to Seattle U's departure
from Division I athletics in 1980.
Miles lives with his wife Carolyn
in Seattle. He has five children and
six grandchildren.
His son Troy Miles played basketball for Ohio State University.
Troy now coaches the junior varsity basketball team at O'Dea high
school in Seattle, two blocks west
ofSeattle U's campus.
Like his son, Miles stays connected to the game he loves in his
current career. He is a personal
player developer. Miles said he

He

a strong

describes

friendship.

Miles

as

a

fun-loving teammate.

Eddie Miles stands in front of his retired jersey in Connolly Center.
Miles led the Chieftains to three consecutive NCAA tournaments.
Katie Farden

Staff Writer
Fifty college basketball programs wanted Eddie Miles, but the
boy who would grow to be "The
Man with the Golden Arm" chose
Seattle University.
Miles earned his nickname for
his shooting ability. He first displayed his talent on his high school
basketball team in North Little
Rock, Ark.
A two-time All-American player
in high school, Miles said men's

basketball coach Vincent Cazetta
recruited him in 1959 during Miles'
senior year of high school.
"I usually didn't like the coaches who tried to recruit me," Miles
says, "but Vincent was a good
guy, he was a decent person off
the court."
Despite being a highly-touted
recruit, Miles said he did not play
for Seattle U's varsity team during
his first year.
"We had a freshmen team
back then," Miles says. "A lot of
people don't know that. So that's

"He had a certain openness and
warmth," Dunston says, who lived
with Miles in Xavier Hall when
both players were freshmen. "He
was very easy for everyone to get
to know."
He also said Miles was a
hard-working contributor to the
Chieftain team.
"He had amazing skill,"
Dunston says.
Miles and Dunston's senior
year playing for Seattle U marked
the third consecutive year the
Chieftains made it to postseason
play The team went 21-6.
"My senior year was my favorite
year, the one that really stands out
to me," Miles says, who was ranked
seventh in the NCAA for points per
game. "We were traveling back East
the whole time, it was exciting."
Miles said the Chieftains held
hope to win the NCAA title
in 1963.
"Earlier in the season we played
University of Loyola-Chicago, the
team that ended up winning that
year," Miles recalls. "We should
have beat them."
Miles was picked fourth in the
first round of the 1963 NBA draft.

Miles stood at 6-foot-4
and averaged 25.7
points and nearly six

rebounds per game.

works one-on-one with children
10 and older to help them improve
their dribbling, passing and shooting skills.
"Basketball is a game you'd like
to play for your whole life, but you
can't," Miles says. "It's a game for
young legs."
Miles says he is excited to see Seattle U return to
Division I athletics.
"I don't think [the men's basketball team] will ever make it back the
to the glory days though," he says,
letting out a hearty chuckle.
"No I'm just kidding. I would
love to see them make it back."
Miles says the Redhawks impressed him in the game against
Loyola Marymount Jan. 1 at
the Key Arena.

Basketball is a game

you'd like to play
for your whole life,

but you can't.
Eddie Miles
Former Seattle U hoops legend

"I think now they are going to have to do a lot of
careful recruiting."
If hecould offer todays studentathletes any advice, Miles says he
would tell them to focus on their
academic careers.
"If you can't pass in the
classroom, you can't pass on
the court."
Miles added that most studentathletes hold a very small likelihood
of playing professional sports.
"You have to come to school
and buckle down. If you happen
to go pro, then that's a bonus."
Katie can be reached at
fardenk@seattleu.edu

Emerging golf team holds tryouts to fill roster
Cody Shepherd
Staff Writer
Most of the recruiting for the
first year ofSeattle University's golf
team had already been done when
coaeh Don Rasmussen was hired
last January. The current team consists of nine players—five women
and four men.
Ideally, Rasmussen said he
would like each team to have eight
to nine players. To fill the roster
he is encouraging Seattle U students interested in playing golf to
try out.

"It's a good thing to let the students know they're welcome to be
part of the team," he said. The current shortage of players means that
each team, men's and women's,
travels to a tournament with at
least four players, and counts four
scores each. Rasmussen said he

wants

eight or

nine

players com-

peting for five spots. The intrasquad competition would encourage them to push the skills ofboth
themselves and their teammates.
Rasmussen hopes to engage the
student population with the current tryouts.

"I think there are plenty of
individuals on campus who have
played golf and have always wondered if they were good enough
to play at the college level and
just didn't have the chance,"
Rasmussen said. "So hopefully this
will give those people a window
of opportunity."
Rasmussen has already been
contacted by four students interested in playing for the new team.
Tryouts have not yet occurred. The
tryouts will be arranged privately
with Rasmussen. The walk-on
qualifier would consist of a 36-

hole tryout that he says would
give him a good idea of what kind
of scores a player could shoot. He
plans to hold these walk-on tryouts
regularly throughout the coming
years in an effort to build a stronger relationship between the golf
program and the student body.

Rasmussen plans

to hold walk-on
tryouts throughout
the coming years.
Current golf team student-athletes agree with
Rasmussen's vision.
"We are hoping there is some
talent out there that can give us

some help," said Kevin Ormiston,
freshmen biochemistry major.
"Right now both teams have good
players, adding more only takes
some pressure off the rest of us."
Rasmussen expects golf team
hopefuls to have played before
college for their high school teams
and/or participated in a local junior golf association tournament
series. He said having played at
the national level would also help
someone hoping to be a collegecaliber player, especially in the
coming years as Seattle U continues transitioning into Division
I. Rasmussen also said financial
scholarships could be evaluated for
truly collegiate-level golfers who
bring significant contributions to
the team.
This year the golf team will not
be on the D-I roster. Its tournaments will mainly feature locations

in the Northwest such as Lewiston,
Portland and Tacoma. Both the
men's and women's teams will
travel together.
Rasmussen intends to arrange
and host a tournament in Seattle,
and said he has two schools ready
to attend. Next year, however,
when the golf team makes the
transition to D-I, their tournament
schedule will change immensely.
They will be touring strictly D-I
level events.
"Division I has been huge for
us>" Rasmussen said. "The reputation of the education at Seattle
University and being able to compete at a Division I level is a very
big draw. People are taking notice
of our golf program and the reputation that it has."

Cody can be reached at
sheper2@seattleu.edu
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Shooting club has Women's hoops enjoys back
longevity, safety to back international road wins

Eric Gordon
Staff Writer

The Marksmanship Club at
Seattle University is one of the
oldest clubs on campus. It's also
one of the only clubs to be both
an ASSU sponsored club and a
Rec Sport..
"A student came to my office and said he wanted to start
a shooting club," said Andrew
Tadie, the club's adviser and
English professor. "After talking to
him about what he had in mind
and thinking about where the
members of the club could actually shoot I thought it was worth
considering further."
Since it was founded in 1982,
the club has had a long and varied history. At first shot the club
couldn't rely on its small allotment
from ASSU to purchase its equipment, namely guns. Tadie had
to apply for various donations
from gun manufacturers and the
National Rifle Association and
find a shooting range that would
host the club at no charge.
"As it turned out, the head of
university sports at the time was
very enthusiastic about starting
the club," said Tadie. "He gave
me a lot of help, and provided us
with a budget."
Today the club enjoys a much
larger budget and a much larger
collection of guns, which are kept
at one of the three gun ranges the
club attends. Prior to around eight
years ago, the armory was kept on
campus, until it became necessary
for them to move it off-campus.
"When I was like six years old,
my dad always went hunting," said
Nicholas Vuilsteke, senior business
economics major. "He brought me
and my brother one year, and it
was just a really good bonding

experience, and when I heard
Seattle U had a Marksmanship
Club, I joined right away."
Today Vuilsteke is co-president
with Christin Carroll. They help
manage a club that has around 25
permanent members, and around
another 25 attend the meetings
every few weeks.
"The summer before I was a
freshmen I looked at all the student clubs and I noticed that we
had a Marksmanship Club," said
Carroll, junior political science
major. "I've always been active
with hunting and shooting. I grew
up with guns, so 1 knew right then
I would join."
Club members have the option
to shoot pistol, rifle and shotgun,
depending on the range and their

preferences.
"I actually like all three," Tadie
said. "Each one I like for a different
reason. The pleasure of shooting a
shotgun is not the same pleasure
that one gets from shooting pistol
and rifle."
The first and foremost aspects
people learn when going out with
the Marksmanship Club to shoot
are safety lessons, typically taught
by Tadie himself.
"He's really patient, I guess you
could call him old-fashioned,"
Carroll said. "He definitely makes
sure you know all the rules so you

through the right steps."
The club meets every other Friday and travels to the
Renton, Interlake and Kenmore
gun ranges.
"It's not even about shooting,
it's about community," Vuilsteke
said. "It's about teaching people
you know and learning with people you know."
go

Eric can be reached at
gordone@seattleu.edu

Redhawks shut down Rio Piedras offense, allow one 3-pointer and grab 11 steals for 62-35 win

head coach Dan Kriley. "We redidn't really worry about what
here
on they were going to do as much
ally benefited by coming
because
it
the
Thursday
girls as we were concerned with playgave
Thanks to hot shooting and time to let their legs rest."
ing our game."
the
The lack of a scouting report
Seattle
Senior forward Mercedes
stifling defense,
women's
basketball Alexander led the way pouring was not readily apparent as the
University
team made a 10-hour trip out of in 11 points and grabbing 14 reRedhawks shut down Piedras' ofbounds,
with
the country worthwhile as they
along
sophomore fense and only allowed one out
two
of 19 3-point attempts.
went undefeated in a
game forward Breanna Salley and seThe athleticism and scrappistint in Bayamon, Puerto Rico.
nior forward Chelsie Morrison
who
10
of
ness
of UPR-Rio Piedras kept
In the first match-up against
each added
points
of
Puerto
Ricothem
in the game. Piedras finthe University
their own.
Rio Piedras Jerezanas, the
the
a
lot
ished
with
11 steals in a new en"We pushed
ball
able
to
out
looks
vironment
for
the Redhawks.
Redhawks were
and found open
when
jump
to an early lead and never look
"The girls were a lot more agpeople were running the floor,"
back. Shooting over 50 percent Alexander said.
gressive, and the gym was pretty
from the field on one end and
The Redhawks were able to much outside," said Alexander.
holding the Jerezanas to under match the quick pace of Piedras The Redhawks fought off any
20 percent on the other resultwithout much prior knowledge. comeback attempt and coasted
ed in a 40-16 halftime lead for
"The team's Web site didn't to a 62-35 victory.
the Redhawks.
have their stats up, and obvi"The team responded pretty ously we didn't have any film Jourdan can be reached at
well to the travel," said Seattle U on them," Kriley said. "So we mylesj@seattleu.edu

Jourdan Myles
Volunteer writer

Women continue defensive showcase and open offensive barrage behind Chelsie Morrison's six tres
Jourdan Myles
Vulunteer Writer

22-7 run, fueled by the hot
hand of senior forward Ghelsie
Morrison, who finished the game
with 28 points including a barrage
of six 3-point baskets.
UPR-Bayamon was still hanging around at halftime only down
11 at 42-31. But the Redhawks'
stingy defense tightened up in
the second half and only allowed
Bayam6n to shoot 29 percent
from the field.
After tweaking her ankle in
the previous game, sophomore
forward Breanna Salley contributed off the bench and was the
Redhawks' second leading scorer
with 15 points. Junior guard
Cassidy Murillo also had a solid
all-around game, just missing a
triple-double with nine points,
on a

The second and final game
of the trip was against the
University of Puerto RicoBayamon, whose women's team
has won 10 consecutive championships in its league, the Liga
Atletica Interuniversitaria's.
"They impressed us," said
Kriley. "They had a very good system offensively and defensively, so
there was a bit more pressure on us
tonight, and we knew that."

Despite providing suffer competition, UPR-Bayamon's only
lead would come at the start of
the game with the score 2-0 after a basket by Angelie Morales.
After that, the Redhawks went

seven assists, and eight boards.

Ultimately the exceptional
shooting of the Redhawks and
their ability to contain the drive
culminated in a 72-54 win their
third straight.
-

"As a team I think we got
better in a lot of areas," Kriley
said. "They pressed and they
zoned a lot which we haven't
seen a lot of back in the states, so
that helped."
Despite the sights and sounds
of Puerto Rico, the Redhawks
women's basketball team was all
business on the court and is gaining momentum as they approach
the final stretch of the season.

Jourdan can be reached at
mylesj@seattleu.edu

Swim wins double meet against Simon Fraser
Kevin Atchley
Volunteer Writer

ways to better prepare themselves
to swim in certain events.
In the 1000 freestyle for ex-

lose, espeSenior Day. The Seattle
University swim team honored its
seniors in ideal waters by defeating Simon Fraser University at
Connolly Center on Saturday. The
men's and women's teams won; the
men won 122-80 and the women
won 120-60 over the Clan.
The Redhawks won convincingly with multiple top times.
Senior Doug Djang set a pool record for the men's side by swimming a 56.51 in the 100 breaststroke, Casey Hoffman swam
her best race of the season with
a time of 10:53.89 in the 1,000
freestyle, and freshmen Haley
Cobb added two wins ofher own.
Cobb recorded a time of 2:12.10
in the 200 individual medley
and a time of 1:09.35 in the
100 breaststroke.
Hanna Basler won the 50 freestyle in 25.50 seconds. The numerous victories also included a win
captured by the women's 400 freestyle relay team with the combined

ample, swimmers do a headfirst

No

cially

team wants to

dive to launch themselves into the
water. This way, when they begin

on

their front strokes they

are already

in the same

position—head face
down to begin swimming.
This style seemed to work for
Casey Hoffman, whose time of
10:53.89 in the 1000 freestyle
—

her best time of the season
her second place. Other
events, such as the 200 backstroke
call for a different approach to
jumping in the water. In this
event, swimmers hang onto the
bottom of the diving board facing backwards in a crouched position. This way, they are prepared
to swim backward once they hit
the water. This approach provides
for a great finish to races, as swimmers violently swim backwards to
reach the finish line.
This approach worked to perfection Hanohano. Her time of
1:57.68 earned her a first-place
finish in the 200 freestyle.
The meet between these two
was

and
The Spectator

Garrett Mukai

Bryson Chiu backstrokes his way to first place in the 200 medley.
efforts of Liz Hanohano, Hanna
Basler, Tina Nguyen and Kelsey
Henan. Together the women won
the event with a combined time
of 3:40.91.
In preparing for the meet,
many swimmers stretch, swim
practice laps: In the case of the
Redhawk women, it's screaming
at the top of their lungs. Before
the meet began, the Redhawk
women got together in one large
circle and chanted, "The women's

team

is hot to go."

Junior captain Liz

Hanohano
said getting prepared for a meet
is more than just the physical part
spectators see.
"Swimming is about getting
mentally ready and getting hyped
up," Hanohano said. "You know
at the end of the day it's going
to hurt, so you just gotta push
through it."
During the meet, swimmers
launch into the water in numerous

won

was not the first between
the two schools. Assistant coach
Kat Cuevas remembered playing
Simon Fraser a while back.
"We've been playing them for
at least 12 years," Cuevas said.
"This is a great rivalry, and if I remember correctly, this is the first
year we have beat them on the
women's side."
"This is our main rival," said
Simon Fraser head coach Liam
teams

Donnelly.
Donnelly was impressed by
the support Seattle U's swim
team received.
"We don't have these kinds of
fans in Canada. We maybe get two
or three people to come out and
support us per meet. The support
here today for Seattle University
was

impressive."

After a short break, the Seattle
University swim team will be
back in the water Feb. 18-21 at
the Pacific Collegiate Swimming
Conference Championships
(PCSC) in Long Beach, Calif.
Kevin can be reached at
atchleyk@seattleu.edu
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Reactions to lawsuit surprise, disappoint
Shortly after The Spectator broke the news that Seattle
University President Stephen Sundborg, S.J. was named as
a defendant in a lawsuit alleging he and others covered up
sexual abuse, the electronic responses came flooding in to

unexpected. Many told The Spectator they didn't think it was
the newspapers place to break that news. However, it would have
been completely unethical for a newspaper whose mission is to
cover the Seattle University community to avoid such a news
its newsroom.
story. If The Spectator would have neglected this information
The first wave of responses was almost uniformly one ques- and not followed through on researching and reporting, then its
tion: Is this true? The lawsuit is real. Whether the allegations are readers would be right to say its reporters and editors didn't do
true is not for us to judge. The Spectator was very careful with their job. The Spectator is in no way a marketing mouthpiece
its language to show the lawsuit is comprised of allegations, not for Seattle U. It is by the students, for the students and meant
necessarily fact.
to report what matters to students.
The second wave of reactions was all about the headline
The Internet has created an around the clock news cycle anyThe Spectator used in an e-mail it sent to the student body. one can join, and The Spectator joined in. Less than 12 hours
The majority of readers who responded called it misleading. later, numerous blogs had also broken into the cycle with news
It read, "BREAKING NEWS: UPDATE: Sundborg named of the lawsuit against Sundborg—many with far more quesconspirator in sexual abuse lawsuit with 43 victims." Nothing tionable headlines and content and some without bylines or all
about the headline is false. Conspirator is a strong word, but the facts.
The Spectator did not call Sundborg that—the lawsuit "named"
Another surprise hit The Spectator staff last night as editors
him as a conspirator. The headline was changed quickly online realized we'd received just one letter to the editor in response
as the story was updated as well, but the e-mail version couldn't to coverage of the lawsuit. After around 30 calls to one editor's
be withdrawn.
phone, more than 70 e-mail responses —none of which were
The third wave ofresponses was all about the e-mail that was meant to be published—and dozens of comments online, just
sent. Most responders were outraged, and expressed it with words
one person took the time to put careful thought into an arguthat cannot be published here. The e-mail was not journalistic ment and most importantly, perhaps, sign their name to it.
and will not happen again.
And that is a sad sign for the quality of constructive discourse
But another reaction arose the following day that was quite at this university.
The Spectator editorial board consists of Joshua Lynch, Jessica Van Gilder, Sara Bernert, Matthew Martell, Liz Caval and Ben Watanabe. Signed commentaries reflect the
opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator.

Inaugural address urges us to action
country's past to raise

Aerica Banks
Volunteer Writer
Can I just say that it so exciting
be able to say, "President Barack
Hussein Obama."
No more, "President Elect."
No more, "Senator." And hopefully all will come to know that
"hussein" means, "handsome" in
Arabic and not feel threatened by
this announcement. It is so fitting that the Inauguration of the
44th President, our first AfricanAmerican president, followed
Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. Day. The culmination of the
events in America's past resulted in
this present moment and signals a
bright future.
The inaugural celebration
and all of its related events have
touched every group of people—
almost two million people are estimated to have gathered in front
of the Capitol. Thanks in large part
to the presence of the Obama's extended, multicultural family almost every ethnicity was present on
the Capitol steps, reflective of the
throng of people on the National
Mall. Hopefully this unified diversity and sense ofconnectedness will
only increase as this administration
moves forward.
President Obama's speech called
upon the brightest moments of our
to

-
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our hopes for
the future. He addressed the darkness we face to ensure a commitment that it be met. Obama's words
were muscular in nature, serious in
tone, as was his demeanor and his
intent. This speech was not full of
the uplifting rhetoric we are used to
from him; nor should it have been.
In recent press conferences and
speeches, President Obama had
been signaling that this economic
crisis will get worse, that we may
not recover from the various strains
on our country any time soon.

The weight of his
words were felt by
all who listened.
Aerica Banks

President of Young Democrats
I applaud his courage in rising
the occasion to "repair the things
in need of repair," as so illustrated
in Elizabeth Alexander's poem.
And I respect his confession that
we may not meet all of these challenges in one term. The weight of
his words were felt by all who listened; instead being cumbersome,
this weight is refreshing in light
to

of the last eight years we have endured, in which we have been lied
to and overlooked. It is a weight
we all can carry, the responsibility
of our citizenship. Regardless of
the words, as William Gavin put
it, "the setting had an eloquence
all of its own."
Ms. Alexander captured the eloquence, modernity, and realism of
our country's state ofaffairs. Aware
of the humble lives so many lead,
and the needs to be met, yet so inspired by the ambition of our ancestors and the future as signaled
through this Inauguration, Ms.
Alexander's poem encapsulated
the feeling of hope inspired by
President Obama's journey to the
White House and embrace by the
American people of change. The
idea that love could be a purpose
of the state seems less novel in the
wake of such a humanizing campaign and election.
This has been the most engaging election and Inauguration in
decades, definitely in my mere
twenty one years. In President
Obama there are qualities reminiscent of our most luminous
past leaders, but he is ever more
definitive of our moment in time,
a moment we should all cherish.
This is also a moment for revolution in every facet of society,
even our national philosophy. The
-

decline of America's economy and
the urgency in which the new administration will attempt to salvage
it provides a prime opportunity for
radical change.

This is also a moment
for revolution in every
facet of society.
Aerica Banks
President of Young Democrats

Take President Obama up on
his invitation when heasks for what
you would like to see done in this
administration. Write on his Web
site, write to your elected officials,
lobby in Olympia in February, and
get involved with the issues. Green
energy, universal healthcare, cap on
university tuition—whatever your
cause, champion it. This is the
time. Through this pivotal election,
we reclaimed our rights and agency.
We must now use those rights as
agents

for change.

Aerica is a junior environmental
studies major and the president
of Young Democrats at Seattle
University. She can be reached
at banksa@seattleu.edu

Letters to the editor should be 300 to 500 words long and emailed to watanabl@seattleu.edu. The Spectator reserves the right to edit letters for length, spelling, grammar
and style errors.
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Clinton's appointment is right choice
The Collegian
Penn State Editorial Board
UWire
As expected, Sen.
Clinton
(D-NY) will serve
Hilary
the
U.S.
as
new
Secretary of State
under President Barack Obama,
her formal rival for the Democratic
Party's presidential nomination.
The announcement came after
weeks of speculation surrounding
the possibility of Obama's transition team offering the former first
lady the top foreign affairs post in
his new administration.
All the while, pundits and politicians debated her fitness for the
job and the conflict of interest the
philanthropic endeavors of her husband, former president Bill Clinton,
might pose.
But President Ohama sent a clear
message to America and the rest of
the world: Clinton is ready for the
job. Many are now commending the
president for letting the past go and
extending to Clinton, who many expected would win the Democratic
primaries, an offer to serve beside
him in the White House.
There was also a lot of talk about
Obama forming a "team of rivals," a
move that many hope will strengthen his administration and might
help him avoid scuffles with former
foes around reelection time. Keep
your friends close and your enemies
closer. While this all may be true,
we think that Clinton is simply one
of the best candidates for the job.
-

I don't know

too

many rich

In other words, environmentalism, once associated with images of

hippies fighting lumberjacks, has
suddenly appeared on everybody's
radar. In the mad dash to keep up

THE
TEN
Be an Evergreen State
College Geo-duck.

Go to the University of
Oregon, or just go to
Eugene.

Watch "An Inconvenient
Truth." Then pester your
family and friends.

And we hope that is why Obama
chose her.
Americans made it clear by
electing Obama that they are ready
to transform our country's image
abroad. Clinton, who traveled extensively as first lady, already has
a running start with eight years of
ambassadorial experience under
her belt.
It seems unlikely that Clinton will
run for president in 2012. But this
"rivalry" that Obama and Clinton
are said to have had was likely a

the cutting edge offashion and
cultural awareness, more people
are practicing sustainability. Even
Walmart is giving it a shot.
Now, you'd think that environmentalists ought to be rejoicing at
all this. But I'm a bit hesitant about
this "green" hubbub. What does it
really mean to be sustainable and
how green is green?
Every little bit helps. Each time
someone uses a plastic mug instead
of a paper cup, or decides to take
the bus instead of driving theircar,
that's a small change that can build
towards a revolutionary crescendo.
But the truth is people need to
be ready to make large changes
on

people these days, but the ones
that have remained standing after
this last economic collapse all agree:
The Prius is the,new Hummer.
Wind is the new coal. They've
stopped importing their caviar
from Russia and instead spend all
their money on locally produced
organic vegetables.
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resume booster for the New York
senator when the transition team
started reviewing applications.
Obama campaigned on a promise
to unite America across ideological
lines. What better way to work toward that goal than selecting a secretary of state who disagrees with him
on several foreign policy issues? The
invasion of Iraq proved that when
a leader consults with a bunch of
yes-men, pressing issues do not get
thought out thoroughly enough before a decision is made. It's wise for

Obama to surround himself with
competent foreign policy advisers
who are willing to challenge him.
During the primaries, Clinton
said she would "clean up" the foreign policy mess President George
W. Bush left behind ifshe were elected president, just as her husband
cleaned up after Bush's father.
Now is her chance. We hope she
lives up to her word.
The Collegian can be reached
at collegianletters@psu.edu

Eco-trends: Being green is the new black
Bryson Nitta
VolunteerWriter
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they

willing

make

just
small ones.
The reason I worry about this
"green" trend is that it can lead us
to believe that small changes are
sufficient. Nothing could be further from the truth. Paul Hawken
in "The Ecology of Commerce"
notes that even if we recycled literally everything we place in a garbage can, only 2 percent ofall waste
would be reclaimed. The other 98
percent comes from factories, cars
and other tools of industry.
The best thing you can do is
educate yourself. Stop reading the
Spectator and check out a book by
Amory Lovins, Paul Hawken or
as

are

to

Thomas Friedman. Then get involved. Start writing to your state
and federal legislators about environmental issues. Volunteer with
a local environmental group like
the People for Puget Sound, the
Washington Conservation Voters
or the Sierra Club.
Most of all, never be satisfied.
We can always do more and we
must always do more if we really
want to save this planet. We need to
turn this "green trend" into an ecological lifestyle. Maybe then, green
really will be the new black.

Expose yourself to
gamma rays and become
The Hulk.

Talk like Kermit the Frog
all day for a week.

Act like a forest dragon.

Paint!!!

m

Compost your own skin
and waste until reaching
desired green mold.

Cover yourself in the
Giant Sequoia trimmings.

Buy the full-body Lycra

Green Man suit. Green
Man!

Bryson can be reached at
nittab@seattleu.edu

Dr. King's dream realized, but not yet fulfilled
Monica Nixon
Volunteer Writer
On Monday, the 80th birthday
of Rev. Dr. MartinLuther King Jr.,
Seattle University students from
die Diversity and Equity Education
Program, the Black Student Union
and the Hurtado Living and
Learning Community joined a
rally march to celebrate and reflect
on Dr. King's legacy. For 27 years,
justice organizations from the city,
county and beyond have joined for
this annual gathering to honor Dr.
King's work toward racial equality,
economic justice and peace.
As I experienced the event with
Seattle U students, I couldn't help
but think ofa speech that Dr. King
delivered in February 1968, when

he spoke about the "drum major
instinct."
He described an innate human
desire for recognition: "A desire to
be out front, a desire to lead the
parade, a desire to be first." And
he linked the drum major instinct
to the interrelated evils of racism,
economic exploitation, and war
the need to feel superior, the need
for international supremacy. For
Dr. King, none of these three issues could be addressed on its own
I witnessed this spirit at Monday's
rally and march in the company
of individuals and organizations
committed to racial justice, labor
rights, economic justice, immigration rights, educational access and
religious inclusion.
One enduring aspect of Dr.
-

King's legacy is that the issues to
which he spoke 40 or 50 years ago
continue to afflict us today. Race
still determines the quality of children's education and the likelihood
their family has access to medical
care. Economics and racism drive
much of the anti-immigration
rhetoric, and a multitude of global
conflicts illustrate what Dr. King
characterized as a "bitter, colossal
contest for supremacy."
Dr. King called citizens of the
world to task in 1968, and he
would continue to do so today. In
his final book "Where Do We Go
from Here: Chaos or Community?"
he concluded, "We are now faced
with the fact that tomorrow is today. We are confronted with the
fierce urgency of now."

This same tone was reflected in
President Barack Obama's inaugural remarks earlier this week. The
president described the "gathering clouds and raging storms" of
a weakened national and world
economy, failed educational policies, and inequities of access and
opportunity. President Obama also
spoke ofsacrifice, risk-taking, innovation, service and of gladly accepting collective responsibility because
it satisfies our spirit and defines
our character.
In a time of global, national
and local injustice and conflict,
the willingness to serve others is
our greatest hope and strength. Vast
inequities mean that sacrifice must
be shared, especially among those
who have relative privilege. In 1968

Dr. King challenged his listeners to
turn the drum major instinct into
an instinct for the common good.
"Keep feeling the need for being
important. Keep feeling the need
for being first. But I want you to be
first in love, I want you to be first
in moral excellence. I want you to
be first in generosity."
Calling on the words of Jesus
Christ, King reminded us that those
who serve shall be greatest among
all. In linking service with greatness, King said any person can be
great because any person can serve
with grace, love and courage.
Monica is the director of the
Office of Multicultural Affairs.
She can be reached at
mnixon@seattleu.edu

lastlooks

public
safety

reports

Accident Motor Vehicle
January 12,11:58 p.m.
Athletic team using a rented
vehicle found a dent to the roof

A different take on a classic rally

when they dropped off the vehicle. None of the team members
were present when the dent occurred.
Medical Assist
January 12, 9:10 p.m.
The recreation center desk staff
reported to Public Safety that
someone fainted in the weight
room. The student victim was
assisted by Public Safety officers and found to be OK. The
student said shefelt fine now and
declined any medicalattention.
Malicious Mischief
January 13,12:40 am
Public Safety discovered a small
piece of a porcelain toilet had
been broken off in the men's
room. A deficiency was filed with
Facilities for repairs.
Medical Assist
January 15, 9:45 a.m.
Public Safety & the Seattle Fire
Department responded to a
woman student work study
staff passed out on the floor of
the bookstore. The Seattle Fire
Department evaluated the student and found she had fainted,
reported she not eaten in some
time, and was overtired. The
student was advised to see her
doctor.
Hit and Run
January 15, 6:20 p.m.

A student reported witnessing
an unknown person parking their
vehicle strike another vehicle and
then pulls out and drove away.
Public Safety is investigating.
Medical Assist
January, 15, 7:30 p.m.
Public Safety & Seattle Fire Department responded to a student
sick with fever and abdominal
pain. The student was evaluated and Seattle Fire Department
transported thestudent to a local
hospital.

Safety Assist
January 16, 2:40 p.m.
Grounds reported two found syringes on the university property
adjacent 11th&E. Jefferson. Public Safety recovered the syringes
and appropriately disposed of
them.
Safety Assist
January, 18 11:45 am
Pubic Safety recovered, and secured, two syringes found on a
bench.
For a continued listing of public
safety incidents turn to page 18.

This year's march was saturated with excitement over president Obama's upcoming inauguration. People patriotically celebrated MLK during the annual event.
Photos by Jessica Ishmael
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